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ON THE GEOMETRY OF A TRIANGLE
IN THE ELLIPTIC AND IN THE EXTENDED HYPERBOLIC PLANE
MANFRED EVERS
ABSTRACT. We investigate several topics of triangle geometry in the elliptic and in the
extended hyperbolic plane. For both planes a uniform metric is used. The concept for this
metric was developed by C. Vörös at the beginning of the 20th century and subsequently
described by Horváth in 2014.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is a continuation of a previous work [5]. Whilst the previous paper was re-
stricted to triangles in the elliptic plane, these investigations also deal with triangles in the
extended hyperbolic plane. In addition, both papers differ in the selection of centers, central
lines, central conics and cubics.
The first section gives an introduction to the metric used on the projective plane. We
assume that the reader is familiar with euclidean triangle geometry, but in order to intro-
duce the terminology and fix notations, we give some basic definitions, rules and theorems.
There are many introductory books on euclidean triangle geometry; we refer to presen-
tations of Yiu [30] and Douillet [4]. For geometry on the sphere / elliptic geometry we
recommend the book [24] by Todhunter and Leathem. Several publications appeared in the
last decade dealing with triangle geometry in the hyperbolic plane, to name Ungar [25, 26],
Wildberger [28], Wildberger and Alkhaldi [29], Horváth [13, 14], Vigara [27] and Russell
[21].
The topics of the second section are: centers based on orthogonality, centers related
to circumcircles and incircles, radical centers and centers of similitude, orthology, Kiepert
perspectors and related objects, Tucker circles, isoptics, and substitutes for the Euler line.
Remark: A detailed proof is not given for every statement, but quite often the statement
can be checked by simple computation (supported by a CAS-program).
1. METRIC GEOMETRY IN THE PROJECTIVE PLANE
1.1. The projective plane, its points and its lines
Let푉 be the three dimensional vector spaceℝ3, equippedwith the canonical dot product
풑 ⋅ 풒 = (푝1, 푝2, 푝3) ⋅ (푞1, 푞2, 푞3) = 푝1푞1 + 푝2푞2 + 푝3푞3, and let  denote the projective plane
(푉 −{ퟎ})∕ℝ×. The image of a non-zero vector 풑 = (푝1, 푝2, 푝3) ∈ 푉 under the canonical
projectionΠ∶푉 →  will be denoted by (푝1∶푝2∶푝3) and will be regarded as a point in this
plane.
Given two different points 푃 and푄 in this projective plane, there exists exactly one line
incident with these two points. It is called the join 푃 ∨ 푄 of 푃 and 푄. If 풑 = (푝1, 푝2, 푝3),
풒 = (푞1, 푞2, 푞3) are two non zero vectors with Π(풑) = 푃 and Π(풒) = 푄, then the line 푃 ∨푄
through 푃 and 푄 is the set of points Π(푠풑 + 푡풒) with 푠, 푡 ∈ ℝ. One can find linear forms
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푙 ∈ 푉 ∗−{ퟎ∗}with ker(푙) = span(풑, 풒). A suitable 푙 is, for example, 푙 =∗(풑×풒) = (풑×풒)∗,
where × stands for the canonical cross product in 푉 = ℝ3 and ∗ for the isomorphism
푉 → 푉 ∗, ∗(풓) = 풓⋅(.). The linear form 푙 is uniquely determined up to a nonzero real
factor, so there is a 1∶1-correspondence between the lines in the projective plane and the
elements of ∗ = (푉 ∗−{ퟎ∗})∕ℝ×. We identify the line 푙 = 푃 ∨ 푄 with the element
(푝2푞3 − 푝3푞2 ∶ 푝3푞1 − 푝1푞3 ∶ 푝1푞3 − 푝2푞1)
∗ ∈ ∗.
In the projective plane, two different lines 푘 = (푘1∶푘2∶푘3)
∗, 푙 = (푙1∶푙2∶푙3)
∗ always
meet at one point 푘 ∧ 푙 = Π((푘1, 푘2, 푘3) × (푙1, 푙2, 푙3)), the so-called meet of these lines.
1.2. Collineations, correlations and polarities
The automorphism groupAut() of can be identified with the projective linear group
PGL(푉 ) = GL(푉 )∕ℝ×. These automorphisms on  are called collineations because the
image of a line under an automorphism is again a line. A correlation is a bijective mapping
푐∶  ∪ ∗ →  ∪ ∗ with the following property: The restriction 푐| of 푐 to  is a
point-to-line transformation that maps collinear points to concurrent lines, while 푐|∗ is a
line-to-point transformation that maps concurrent lines to collinear points. Thus there are
for each correlation 푐 uniquely determined linear mappings 푐1∶ → 
∗, 푐2∶
∗
→ 
with 푐1 = 푐| and 푐2 = 푐|∗ . If 푐2 is the inverse of 푐1, this correlation is an involution.
In this case, 푐1, 푐2 are symmetric mappings since  and 
∗ have even dimensions, and the
correlation 푐 is a polarity.
1.3. Elliptic and hyperbolic metric structures on  .
We now fix a nonzero real number 휌. By 훿 we denote the polarity which maps a point
푃 = (푝1∶푝2∶푝3) to its dual line 푃
훿 = (휌푝1∶푝2∶푝3)
∗ and a line 푙 = (푙1∶푙2∶푙3)
∗ to its dual
point 푙훿 = (푙1∶휌푙2∶휌푙3).
1.3.1. We make use of 훿 to introduce orthogonality. A line 푘 = (푘1∶푘2∶푘3)
∗ is orthog-
onal (or perpendicular) to a line 푙 = (푙1∶푙2∶푙3)
∗ when the dual 푘훿 of 푘 is a point on 푙;
this is precisely when 푘1푙1 + 휌푘2푙2 + 휌푘3푙3 = 0. Obviously, if 푘 is orthogonal to 푙, then
푙 is orthogonal to 푘. Two points 푃 = (푝1∶푝2∶푝3) and 푄 = (푞1∶푞2∶푞3) are orthogonal to
each other if 휌푝1푞1 + 푝2푞2 + 푝3푞3 = 0. This is the case exactly when their dual lines 푃
훿
and푄훿 are orthogonal. Self-orthogonal points and lines are called isotropic. The isotropic
points form the so-called absolute conic 푎푏푠. This is either the empty set, in which case
the geometry is called elliptic, or it is a proper conic and the geometry is called hyperbolic.
Each symmetric real 3x3-matrix픐 with det픐 ≠ 0 determines a scalar product (sym-
metric bilinear form) [픐]∶푉 ×푉 →ℝ by
(푣1, 푣2, 푣3) [픐] (푤1, 푤2, 푤3) = (푣1, 푣2, 푣3)픐
⎛⎜⎜⎝
푤1
푤2
푤3
⎞⎟⎟⎠ .
The orthogonality of points and lines can be expressed with the help of the scalar products
[픖] and [픖−1] where 픖 = diag(휌, 1, 1). Two points 푃 = (푝1∶푝2∶푝3) and 푄 = (푞1∶푞2∶푞3)
are orthogonal precisely when (푝1,푝2,푝3) [픖](푞1,푞2,푞3) = 0, two lines 푘 = (푘1∶푘2∶푘3)
∗ and
푙 = (푙1∶푙2∶푙3)
∗ are orthogonal precisely when (푘1,푘2,푘3) [픖−1] (푙1,푙2,푙3) = 0.
1.3.2. Consider some point 푃 = (푝1∶푝2∶푝3) and some line 푙 = (푙1∶푙2∶푙3)
∗ with 푙 ≠ 푃 훿 .
The perpendicular from 푃 to 푙 is the line
perp(푙, 푃 ) ∶= 푃 ∨ 푙훿 = (푝2푙3−푝3푙2 ∶ 휌(푝3푙1−푝1푙3) ∶ 휌(푝1푙2−푝2푙1))
∗,
and the point on 푙 orthogonal to 푃 is
perp(푃 , 푙) ∶= 푙 ∧ 푃 훿 = (휌(푝2푙3−푝3푙2) ∶ 푝3푙1−푝1푙3 ∶ (푝1푙2−푝2푙1)).
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The line through 푃 parallel to 푙 is
par(푙, 푃 ) ∶= perp(perp(푙, 푃 ), 푃 ).
The point
ped(푃 , 푙) ∶= perp(perp(푃 , 푙), 푙),
is the orthogonal projection of 푃 on 푙, also called the pedal of 푃 on 푙.
1.3.3. Line segments and angles. Define the function 휒∶ 푉 → {−1, 0, 1} by
휒(푝0, 푝1, 푝2) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0, if (푝1, 푝2, 푝3) = (0, 0, 0) ,
1, if (푝1, 푝2, 푝3) > (0, 0, 0) with respect to the lexicographic order,
−1, if (푝1, 푝2, 푝3) < (0, 0, 0) with respect to the lexicographic order.
For an anisotropic point 푃 = (푝1∶푝2∶푝3) let 푃
◦ ∈ 푉 be the vector
푃 ◦ ∶=
휒(푝1, 푝2, 푝3)√|(푝1, 푝2, 푝3) [픖](푝1, 푝2, 푝3)| (푝1, 푝2, 푝3) = 휒(푝1, 푝2, 푝3)√|휌푝2
1
+ 푝2
2
+ 푝2
3
| (푝1, 푝2, 푝3).
푃 ◦ is obviously uniquely determined by 푃 .
For any two different points 푃 and 푄 we introduce two line segments [푃 ,푄]+, [푃 ,푄]−,
these are the closures of the two connected componentsof the set 푃∨푄−{푃 ,푄}. If푅,푆 are
two different anisotropic points in [푃 ,푄]+, then [푅,푆]+ = {Π(푠푅
◦+ 푡푆◦)| 푠, 푡∈ℝ, 푠푡 ≥ 0}
is a subset of [푃 ,푄]+, and if 푅,푆 are two different anisotropic points in [푃 ,푄]−, then
[푅,푆]− = {Π(푠푅
◦+ 푡푆◦)| 푠, 푡∈ℝ, 푠푡 ≤ 0} is a subset of [푃 ,푄]−.
We define angles as subsets of the pencil of lines through a point, which is the vertex of
this angle: Given three noncollinear points 푄,푅, 푆, put
∠+푄푆푅 ∶= {푆 ∨ 푃 |푃 ∈ [푄,푅]+} , ∠−푄푆푅 ∶= {푆 ∨ 푃 |푃 ∈ [푄,푅]−} .
The union of these two angles is the complete pencil of lines through 푆.
1.3.4. The length of a segment and the measure of an angle. We introduce the measure
of segments and angles using concepts that were developed by C. Vörös in Hungary at the
beginning of the 20th century and more recently (2014) described by Horváth in two papers
[13, 14], where he applied these to various configurations in hyperbolic geometry.
To each line segment 푠 and to each angle 휙 is assigned its measure 휇(푠) resp. 휇(휙) which
is a complex number with a real part in ℝ̄ = ℝ ∪ {−∞,∞} and an imaginary part in the
interval [0, 휋].
Define for each anisotropic point 푃 = (푝1∶푝2∶푝3) a number 휀푃 ∈ {1,−푖} by
휀푃 ∶= 1∕
√
푃 ◦ [픖]푃 ◦ 1).
First we describe the measure휇([푃 ,푄]±) of line segments with anisotropic endpoints푃 ,푄,
푃 ≠ 푄. (The remaining cases will be treated afterwards.)
Here, the function 휇 satisfies the following rules:
(1) 휇([푃 ,푄]+) and 휇([푃 ,푄]−) are finite complex numbers with imaginary parts
in the interval [ 0, 휋 ] satisfying
휇([푃 ,푄]+) + 휇([푃 ,푄]−) = 휇(푃 ∨푄) = 휋푖.
(2) cosh(휇[푃 ,푄]+) = 휀푃 휀푄푃
◦
[픖]푄◦.
(3) If 푅 is an anisotropic inner point of [푃 ,푄]+,
1) We follow the convention
√
푟 exp(휙 푖) =
√
푟 exp( 1
2
휙 푖) for 푟 ∈ ℝ+and 0 ≤ 휙 < 2휋.
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then 휇([푃 ,푅]+) + 휇([푅,푄]+) = 휇([푃 ,푄]+).
(4) 푄 = perp(푃 , 푃∨푄) precisely when 휇([푃 ,푄]+) = 휇([푃 ,푄]−) =
휋
2
푖.
Let us look at special cases.
In the elliptic case, all points푅 are anisotropic with 휀푅 = 1. For two different points 푃 and
푄 we have −1 < 푃 ◦ [픖] 푄◦ < 1 and 휇([푃 ,푄]±) = 푠푖 with a real number 푠, 0 < 푠 < 휋.
The hyperbolic case is more complicated. The set of anisotropic points in  consists of two
connected components. One component is the part outside the absolute conic; it consists of
all nonisotropic points of tangents of 푎푏푠. The other component contains the points inside
the conic; each line through a point of this regionmeets the absolute conic twice. The inner
part consists of points 푅 with 휀푅 = −푖, the outer part contains all points 푅 with 휀푅 = 1.
If all points on 푃 ∨ 푄 are anisotropic, the situation is similar to the elliptic case. We have
휀푅 = 1 for each point 푅 on 푃 ∨ 푄, and we have −1 < 푃
◦
[픖] 푄◦ < 1 and 휇([푃 ,푄]±) = 푠푖
with a real number 푠, 0 < 푠 < 휋.
If 푃 ∨ 푄 is isotropic, then it contains exactly one isotropic point, which is the touchpoint
of this line with the absolute conic. If this point is outside the segment [푃 ,푄]+, then
휀푃 휀푄푃
◦
[픖] 푄◦ = 1, 휇([푃 ,푄]+) = 0, and 휇([푃 ,푄]−) = 휋푖. Otherwise, 휀푃 휀푄푃
◦
[픖] 푄◦ =
−1, 휇([푃 ,푄]+) = 휋푖, and 휇([푃 ,푄]−) = 0.
The remaining case: There are two isotropic points on 푃 ∨ 푄. We consider several sub-
cases:
Subcase 1: 푃 and 푄 are inside the absolute conic. Then there is no isotropic point in
[푃 ,푄]+, while there are two such points in [푃 ,푄]−. The length 휇([푃 ,푄]+) has to be a
real number in order to satisfy the condition cosh(휇[푃 ,푄]+) = 휀푃 휀푄푃
◦
[픖] 푄◦, since the
number on the right side of this equation is a real number > 1. We have the choice of
휇([푃 ,푄]+) being positive or negative and decide for the positive value.
Subcase 2: One of the points 푃 ,푄 is inside, the other one is outside the absolute conic. Let
us assume 푃 is outside; then the point 푅 ∶= perp(푃 , 푃∨푄) lies inside the absolute conic.
In this case,
휇([푃 ,푄]+) = 휇([푅,푄]+)+
휋
2
푖, 휇([푃 ,푄]−) = −휇([푅,푄]+)+
휋
2
푖, if푅 ∈ [푃 ,푄]+, and
휇([푃 ,푄]+) = −휇([푅,푄]+) +
휋
2
푖, 휇([푃 ,푄]−) = 휇([푅,푄]+) +
휋
2
푖, if 푅 ∈ [푃 ,푄]−.
Subcase 3: Both, 푃 and푄, are points outside the absolute conic. With푅 ∶= perp(푃 , 푃∨푄)
and 푆 ∶= perp(푄, 푃∨푄) we get
cosh(휇([푃 ,푄]+) = 휀푃 휀푄푃
◦
[픖] 푄◦ = 휀푅휀푆푅
◦
[픖] 푆◦ = cosh(휇([푅,푆]+).
The rules (1) and (4) require 휇([푃 ,푄]+) = −휇([푅,푆]+) < 0.
An analysis of the different cases shows that by knowing the two numbers휀푃 휀푄 and푃
◦
[픖] 푄◦
we can determine 휇([푃 ,푄]±).
We now set the lengths of the segments [푃 ,푄]± if at least one endpoint is isotropic. In this
case, 휇([푃 ,푄]±) is not an element in ℂ, the real part of 휇([푃 ,푄]±) is either +∞ or −∞.
Again we "decline" various cases.
If 푃 ∨푄 is an isotropic line and 푃 is an isotropic point, then 푄 is anisotropic and
푃 = perp(푄, 푃 ∨푄), 휇([푃 ,푄]+) = 휇([푃 ,푄]−) =
휋
2
푖.
If 푃 ∨ 푄 is an anisotropic line and just one of the points 푃 ,푄, let us say 푃 , is isotropic,
then:
휇([푃 ,푄]+) = ∞ +
1
4
휋푖, 휇([푃 ,푄]−) = −∞ +
3
4
휋푖 in case of 휀푄 = −푖.
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휇([푃 ,푄]+) = −∞+
1
4
휋푖, 휇([푃 ,푄]−) = ∞+
3
4
휋푖 if 휀푄 = 1 and 푃 is the only isotropic
point in [푃 ,푄]+,
휇([푃 ,푄]+) = ∞ +
3
4
휋푖, 휇([푃 ,푄]−) = −∞ +
1
4
휋푖 if there are two isotropic points
in [푃 ,푄]+.
If 푃 and 푄 are isotropic, then 휇([푃 ,푄]±) = ±∞ +
휋
2
푖.
The measure of angles: We use the same symbol 휇 for the measure of angles as for line
segments. The angle ∠+푄푆푅 is either identical with {푃
훿 |푃 ∈ [(푆 ∨ 푄)훿, (푆 ∨ 푅)훿]+}
or with {푃 훿 |푃 ∈ [(푆 ∨ 푄)훿, (푆 ∨ 푅)훿]−}. In the first case we set 휇(∠±푄푆푅) = 휇([(푆 ∨
푄)훿, (푆 ∨ 푅)훿]±), in the second 휇(∠±푄푆푅) = 휇([(푆 ∨ 푄)
훿, (푆 ∨ 푅)훿]∓). If the points
푅,푆,푄 and the lines 푆∨푄, 푆∨푅 are anisotropic, then
cosh(휇(∠+푄푆푅)) = − cosh(휇(∠−푄푆푅))
=
(푆◦ ×푄◦) [픖−1] (푆◦ × 푅◦)√
(푆◦ ×푄◦) [픖−1] (푆◦ ×푄◦)
√
(푆◦ × 푅◦) [픖−1] (푆◦ ×푅◦)
=
(푆◦ [픖]푆◦)(푄◦ [픖]푅◦) − (푆◦ [픖]푄◦)(푆◦ [픖]푅◦)√
(푆◦ [픖]푆◦)(푄◦ [픖]푄◦) − (푆◦ [픖]푄◦)2
√
(푆◦ [픖]푆◦)(푅◦ [픖]푅◦) − (푆◦ [픖]푅◦)2
.
1.3.5. The distance between points and the (angle) distance between lines. We introduce
an order ≺ on ℝ̄ + ℝ푖 by
푎1 + 푏1푖 ≺ 푎2 + 푏2푖 iff
{
푏1 < 푏2
or
푏1 = 푏2 and 푎1 < 푎2 ,
and define a function 푑∶ ×  → {푎+푏푖 | 푎 ∈ ℝ̄, 푏 ∈ [0, 휋
2
]} by
푑(푃 ,푄) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0, if 푃 = 푄 ,
휇([푃 ,푄]+), if 푃 ≠ 푄 and 휇([푃 ,푄]+ ≺ 휇([푃 ,푄]− ,
휇([푃 ,푄]−), otherwise .
We call 푑 a distance function on  , even though it is obviously not a proper metric. This
distance is continuous on  − 푎푏푠.
For anisotropic points 푃 and푄, the distance 푑(푃 ,푄) is uniquely determined by the two
numbers cosh2(푑(푃 ,푄)) and 휀푃 휀푄. If 푃 and 푄 are both isotropic, then cosh
2(푑(푃 ,푄)) =
−∞ and 푑(푃 ,푄) = −∞+ 휋
2
푖. If only 푃 is isotropic, then cosh2(푑(푃 ,푄)) = 1
2
− 휀2
푄
∞ 푖 and
푑(푃 ,푄) = −휀2
푄
∞+
휋
4
푖.
In the same way we define a function measuring the distance between two lines, and
we also use the same symbol 푑. Thus, given two lines 푘 and 푙, then 푑(푘, 푙) = 푑(푘훿, 푙훿).
1.3.6. Barycentric coordinates of a point on a line. Let푃 and푄 be two different anisotropic
points on an anisotropic line and푅± ∈ [푃 ,푄]± be two other anisotropic points on this line,
then 푅± = Π(푥푃
◦ ± 푦푄◦) with any two real numbers 푥, 푦 satisfying
(∗) 푥 ∶ 푦 = sinh(푑(푅±, 푄)) 휀푃 ∶ sinh(푑(푅±, 푃 )) 휀푄 .
Real numbers 푥, 푦 satisfying (∗) are called barycentric coordinates of 푃± with respect to
the points 푃 ,푄.
Proof of (∗) ∶ Let푅 be an anisotropic point on 푃 ∨푄. Assume푅◦ = 푥푃 ◦+ 푦푄◦, 푥, 푦 ∈ ℝ.
Then:
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sinh2(푑(푃 ,푅)) = cosh2(푑(푃 ,푅)) − 1
=
(푅◦ [픖]푃 ◦)2휀 2
푃
푅◦ [픖]푅◦
− 1
=
((푥푃 ◦+ 푦푄◦) [픖]푃 ◦)2휀 2
푃
(푥푃 ◦+ 푦푄◦) [픖](푥푃 ◦+ 푦푄◦)
− 1
=
푥2휀 2
푃
+ 2푥푦푃 ◦ [픖]푄◦ + 푦2(푃 ◦ [픖]푄◦)2휀 2
푃
푥2휀 2
푃
+ 2푥푦푃 ◦ [픖]푄◦ + 푦2휀 2
푄
− 1
=
푦2((푃 ◦ [픖]푄◦)2휀 2
푃
− 휀 2
푄
)
푅◦ [픖]푅◦
.
In the same way we get sinh2(푑(푄,푅)) =
푥2((푃 ◦ [픖]푄◦)2휀 2
푄
− 휀 2
푃
)
푅◦ [픖]푅◦
.
Thus:
휀 2
푄
sinh2(푑(푃 ,푅))
휀 2
푃
sinh2(푑(푄,푅))
=
푦2((푃 ◦ [픖]푄◦)2휀 2
푃
휀 2
푄
− 1)
푥2((푃 ◦ [픖]푄◦)2휀 2
푃
휀 2
푄
− 1)
=
푦2(cosh2(푑(푃 ,푄)) − 1)
푥2(cosh2(푑(푃 ,푄)) − 1)
=
푦2
푥2
.
Now we look at different cases.
If all points of 푃 ∨ 푄 are anisotropic, then 휀푃 = 휀푄 = 휀푅 = 1 and 푑(푃 ,푅), 푑(푄,푅) ∈
[0, 1
2
휋푖]. Therefore, (푥, 푦) ∈ ℝ(−푖휀푃 sinh(푑(푄,푅)),−푖휀푄 sinh(푑(푃 ,푅))).
If 푃 ∨푄 is a line passing through two isotropic points, we consider four subcases:
(1) ∶ 휀푃 = 휀푄 = 휀푅. Then 푑(푃 ,푅), 푑(푄,푅) ∈ ℝ and
(푥, 푦) ∈ ℝ(휀푃 sinh(푑(푄,푅)), 휀푄 sinh(푑(푃 ,푅))) if 휀푃 = 1,
(푥, 푦) ∈ ℝ(−푖휀푃 sinh(푑(푄,푅)),−푖휀푄 sinh(푑(푃 ,푅))) if 휀푃 = −푖.
(2) ∶ 휀푃 = 휀푄 ≠ 휀푅, hence 푑(푃 ,푅), 푑(푄,푅) ∈
1
2
휋푖 + ℝ.
If 휀푃 = 휀푄 =1, then (푥, 푦) ∈ ℝ(−푖휀푃 sinh(푑(푄,푅)),−푖휀푄 sinh(푑(푃 ,푅))).
If 휀푃 = 휀푄 = −푖, then (푥, 푦) ∈ ℝ(휀푃 sinh(푑(푄,푅)), 휀푄 sinh(푑(푃 ,푅))).
(3) ∶ If 휀푃 = 휀푅 ≠ 휀푄, then 푑(푃 ,푅) ∈ ℝ and 푑(푄,푅) ∈
1
2
휋푖 + ℝ.
In this case, (푥, 푦) ∈ ℝ(−푖휀푃 sinh(푑(푄,푅)),−푖휀푄 sinh(푑(푃 ,푅))) if 휀푃 = 1,
and (푥, 푦) ∈ ℝ(휀푃 sinh(푑(푄,푅)), 휀푄 sinh(푑(푃 ,푅))) if 휀푃 = −푖.
(4) ∶ If 휀푃 ≠ 휀푅 = 휀푄, then 푑(푃 ,푅) ∈
1
2
휋푖 +ℝ and 푑(푄,푅) ∈ ℝ.
In this case, (푥, 푦) ∈ ℝ(휀푃 sinh(푑(푄,푅)), 휀푄 sinh(푑(푃 ,푅))) if 휀푃 = 1,
and (푥, 푦) ∈ ℝ(−푖휀푃 sinh(푑(푄,푅)),−푖휀푄 sinh(푑(푃 ,푅))) if 휀푃 = −푖. □
1.3.7. Semi-midpoints. The points푅± = 푃 ±푄 ∶= Π(푃
◦±푄◦) we call semi-midpoints of
푃 and 푄. These points were introduced and investigated by Wildberger and Alkhaldi [29]
under the name smydpoints.
Properties of semi-midpoints:
If 휀푃 = 휀푄, then 푃 +푄 and 푃 −푄 are (proper) midpoints: 푑(푃 ±푄, 푃 ) = 푑(푃 ±푄,푄).
If 휀푃 ≠ 휀푄, then 푑(푃 ±푄, 푃 ) ≠ 푑(푃 ±푄,푄). So, 푃 +푄 and 푃 −푄 are not propermidpoints
of 푃 and 푄. We will call them pseudo-midpoints; in [29] they are called sydpoints. If
푃 ≠ perp(푄, 푃 ∨ 푄), then 푃 + 푄 and 푃 − 푄 are anisotropic and 푑(푃 ± 푄, 푃 )휀푃±푄휀푃 =
푑(푃 ∓ 푄,푄)휀푃∓푄휀푄. If 푃 = perp(푄, 푃 ∨ 푄), then 푃 + 푄 and 푃 − 푄 are isotropic and
푑(푃 ±푄, 푃 ) = −휀2
푃
∞+
휋
4
푖 , 푑(푃 ±푄,푄) = −휀2
푄
∞+
휋
4
푖.
푃 ,푄, 푃 +푄, 푃 −푄 always form a harmonic range.
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1.4. The use of barycentric coordinates.
1.4.1. Barycentric coordinates with respect to a reference triple Δ of points. We fix a re-
ference triple Δ = 퐴퐵퐶 of non-collinear, anisotropic points 퐴,퐵, 퐶 ∈  . For every point
푃 we can find a triple (푝1, 푝2, 푝3) of real numbers such that 푃 = 푝1퐴 + 푝2퐵 + 푝3퐶 ∶=
Π(푝1퐴
◦+푝2퐵
◦+푝3퐶
◦). Such a triple of real numbers will be called (triple of) barycentric
coordinates of 푃 with respect to Δ. The triple (푝1, 푝2, 푝3) is not uniquely determined by 푃 ,
but every other triple of barycentric coordinates is a realmultiple of (푝1, 푝2, 푝3). The point푃
is determined by the homogenous triple (푝1∶푝2∶푝3) andΔ, and we write 푃 = [푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ.
The triple can be calculated by 푝1∶푝2∶푝3 = 푃
◦⋅ (퐵◦ ×퐶◦) ∶ 푃 ◦⋅ (퐶◦×퐴◦) ∶푃 ◦⋅ (퐴◦×퐵◦).
Remark: As barycentric coordinates we also accept a triple of complex numbers as long as
it is a complex multiple of a real triple.
1.4.2. Lines. Let 푃 = [푝1 ∶ 푝2 ∶ 푝3]Δ and 푄 = [푝1 ∶ 푝2 ∶ 푝3]Δ be two different points, then
the line 푃 ∨푄 consists of all points 푋 = [푥1 ∶푥2 ∶ 푥3]Δ satisfying the equation
((푝1, 푝2, 푝3) × (푝1, 푝2, 푝3)) ⋅ (푥1, 푥2, 푥3) = 0.
If 푅 ∨ 푆 is a line through푅 = [푟1 ∶푟2 ∶푟3]Δ and 푆 = [푠1∶푠2 ∶푠3]Δ, different from 푃 ∨푄,
then both lines meet at a point 푇 = [푡1 ∶ 푡2 ∶ 푡3]Δ with
(푡1, 푡2, 푡3) = ((푝1, 푝2, 푝3) × ((푞1, 푞2, 푞3)) × ((푟1, 푟2, 푟3) × (푠1, 푠2, 푠3)).
1.4.3. Triangles. The reference triple Δ = 퐴퐵퐶 determines four triangles that share the
same vertices 퐴,퐵, 퐶 and the same sidelines 푎 ∶= 퐵 ∨퐶 , 푏 ∶= 퐶 ∨퐴, 푐 ∶= 퐴∨퐵. These
triangles are the closures in  of the four connected components of  − {푎, 푏, 푐}:
Δ0 ∶= {[푝1 ∶ 푝2 ∶ 푝3]Δ| 푝1, 푝2, 푝3 > 0} ∪ [퐵,퐶]+ ∪ [퐶,퐴]+ ∪ [퐴,퐵]+,
Δ1 ∶= {[푝1 ∶ 푝2 ∶ 푝3]Δ|−푝1, 푝2, 푝3 > 0} ∪ [퐵,퐶]+ ∪ [퐶,퐴]− ∪ [퐴,퐵]−,
Δ2 ∶= {[푝1 ∶ 푝2 ∶ 푝3]Δ| 푝1,−푝2, 푝3 > 0} ∪ [퐵,퐶]− ∪ [퐶,퐴]+ ∪ [퐴,퐵]−,
Δ3 ∶= {[푝1 ∶ 푝2 ∶ 푝3]Δ| 푝1, 푝2,−푝3 > 0} ∪ [퐵,퐶]− ∪ [퐶,퐴]− ∪ [퐴,퐵]+.
Remark: We do not consider the closures of the sets  − Δ푘, 푘 = 0, 1, 2, 3, as triangles.
1.4.4. Note: In the following, we always assume that not only the vertices but also the
sidelines of Δ are anisotropic.
1.4.5. The characteristic matrix of Δ. We introduce the symmetric matrix
ℭ = (픠푖푗)푖,푗=1,2,3 ∶=
⎛⎜⎜⎝
퐴◦ [픖]퐴◦ 퐴◦[픖]퐵◦ 퐴◦[픖]퐶◦
퐵◦[픖]퐴◦ 퐵◦[픖]퐵◦ 퐵◦[픖]퐶◦
퐶◦[픖]퐴◦ 퐶◦[픖]퐵◦ 퐶◦[픖]퐶◦
⎞⎟⎟⎠ .
ℭ is a regular matrix with det ℭ = 휌 (퐴◦⋅ (퐵◦ × 퐶◦))2 ≠ 0 and inverse
픇 = (픡푖푗)푖,푗=1,2,3 =
1
det ℭ
⎛⎜⎜⎝
픠22픠33 − 픠
2
23
픠23픠31 − 픠12픠33 픠12픠23 − 픠31픠22
픠23픠31 − 픠12픠33 픠33픠11 − 픠
2
31
픠31픠12 − 픠23픠11
픠12픠23 − 픠31픠22 픠31픠12 − 픠23픠11 픠11픠22 − 픠
2
12
⎞⎟⎟⎠ .
ℭ is the Gram matrix of the basis 퐴◦, 퐵◦, 퐶◦ of the vectorspace 푉 with the scalar product
[픖] . We call ℭ the characteristic matrix of Δ, since from this matrix, as we will see, one
can read off the lengths of the sides and the measures of the angles of the trianglesΔ푘, 푘 =
0, 1, 2, 3.
Let us denote the lengths of the sides of Δ0 by
풶∶=휇([퐵,퐶]+), 풷∶=휇([퐶,퐴]+), 풸∶=휇([퐴,퐵]+),
then
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cosh(풶) = 휀퐵휀퐶퐵
◦
[픖] 퐶◦ =
1√
픠22
1√
픠33
픠23,
cosh(풷) = 휀퐶휀퐴퐶
◦
[픖] 퐴◦, cosh(풸) = 휀퐴휀퐵퐴
◦
[픖] 퐵◦.
By knowing ℭ, we also know 휀퐴, 휀퐵 , 휀퐶 , cosh(풶), cosh(풷), cosh(풸). With the help of these
numbers we can calculate the lengths of the sides of Δ0, but also the lengths of the sides of
the triangles Δ1,Δ2,Δ3. For example, the sidelengths of Δ1 are풶, 휋푖 − 풷, 휋푖 − 풸.
Denote the measures of the (inner) angles of Δ0 by
훼 ∶= 휇(∠+퐵퐴퐶), 훽 ∶= 휇(∠+퐶퐵퐴), 훾 ∶= 휇(∠+퐴퐶퐵).
We can calculate cosh(훼), cosh(훽), cosh(훾) from ℭ and get for example,
cosh(훼) = −
픡23√
픡22
√
픡33
= −
픠31픠12 − 픠23픠11√
픠11픠22 − 픠
2
12
√
픠33픠11 − 픠
2
31
.
Of course, when we know 훼, 훽 and 훾 , we also know the measures of the angles of the other
triangles Δ푘, 푘 = 1, 2, 3.
1.4.6. Some useful trigonometric formulae.
cosh2(훼) =
(휀 2
퐴
휀
퐵
휀
퐶
(픠31픠12 − 픠23픠11))
2
(휀 2
퐴
휀 2
퐵
(픠 2
12
− 픠
11
픠
22
)) (휀 2
퐴
휀 2
퐶
(픠 2
13
− 픠
11
픠
33
))
=
(
cosh(풷) cosh(풸) − cosh(풶)
sinh(풷) sinh(풸)
)2
cosh2(풶) = cosh2(휋푖 −풶) =
(
cosh(휋푖 − 훽) cosh(휋푖 − 훾) − cosh(휋푖 − 훼)
sinh(휋푖 − 훽) sinh(휋푖 − 훾)
)2
=
(
cosh(훽) cosh(훾) + cosh(훼)
sinh(훽) sinh(훾)
)2
cosh2(풶) =
(
1 +
cosh(훽) cosh(훾) + cosh(훼) − sinh(훽) sinh(훾)
sinh(훽) sinh(훾)
)2
=
(
1 +
cosh(훼) + cosh(훽 + 훾)
sinh(훽) sinh(훾)
)2
=
(
1 +
2 cosh(휎) cosh(휎−훼)
sinh(훽) sinh(훾)
)2
with 휎 =
1
2
(훼 + 훽 + 훾)
sinh2(훼)
sinh2(풶)
=
cosh2(훼) − 1
sinh2(풶)
=
1
sinh2(풶)
((
cosh(풷) cosh(풸) − cosh(풶)
sinh(풷) sinh(풸)
)2
− 1
)
=
−2 cosh(풶) cosh(풷) cosh(풸) + cosh2(풶) + cosh2(풷) + cosh2(풸) − 1
sinh2(풶) sinh2(풷) sinh2(풸)
=
sinh2(훽)
sinh2(풷)
=
sinh2(훾)
sinh2(풸)
sinh2(훼) =
(
cosh(풷) cosh(풸) − cosh(풶)
sinh(풷) sinh(풸)
− 1
)(
cosh(풷) cosh(풸) − cosh(풶)
sinh(풷) sinh(풸)
+ 1
)
=
(cosh(풷 + 풸) − cosh(풶))(cosh(풷 − 풸) − cosh(풶))
sinh2(풷) sinh2(풸)
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= −
4 sinh(푠) sinh(푠 −풶) sinh(푠 − 풷) sinh(푠 − 풸)
sinh2(풷) sinh2(풸)
with 푠 =
1
2
(풶 + 풷 + 풸)
1.4.7. The distance between two points which are given by barycentric coordinates.
A point 푆 = [푠1∶푠2∶푠3]Δ is isotropic precisely when (푠1, 푠2, 푠3) [ℭ](푠1, 푠2, 푠3) = 0.
Given two different anisotropic points 푃 = [푝1 ∶ 푝2 ∶ 푝3]Δ and 푄 = [푝1 ∶ 푝2 ∶ 푝3]Δ, then
cosh2(푑(푃 ,푄)) =
((푝1, 푝2, 푝3) [ℭ](푞1, 푞2, 푞3))
2
((푝1, 푝2, 푝3) [ℭ](푝1, 푝2, 푝3)) ((푞1, 푞2, 푞3) [ℭ](푞1, 푞2, 푞3))
휀 2푃 =
(푝1, 푝2, 푝3) [ℭ](푝1, 푝2, 푝3)|(푝1, 푝2, 푝3) [ℭ](푝1, 푝2, 푝3)| , 휀 2푄 = (푞1, 푞2, 푞3) [ℭ](푞1, 푞2, 푞3)|(푞1, 푞2, 푞3) [ℭ](푞1, 푞2, 푞3)| .
The three numbers cosh2(푑(푃 ,푄)), 휀 2
푃
, 휀 2
푄
determine 푑(푃 ,푄).
1.4.8. The dual ofΔ. Put 퐴′ ∶= 푎훿, 퐵′ ∶= 푏훿, 퐶 ′ ∶= 푐훿 . The tripleΔ′ = 퐴′퐵′퐶 ′ is called
the dual of Δ. The representation of 퐴′ by barycentric coordinates with respect to Δ is
[(퐵◦×퐶◦) [픖−1] (퐵◦×퐶◦) ∶ (퐵◦×퐶◦) [픖−1] (퐶◦×퐴◦) ∶ (퐵◦×퐶◦) [픖−1] (퐴◦×퐵◦)]Δ, with
픖 = diag(휌, 1, 1). It can be easily checked (see also 1.4.16) that
퐴′ = [픡11∶픡12∶픡13]Δ = [픠22픠33 − 픠
2
23
∶ 픠23픠31 − 픠12픠33 ∶ 픠12픠23 − 픠31픠22]Δ .
In the same way the barycentric coordinates of 퐵′ and 퐶 ′ can be calculated, getting
퐵′ = [픡21∶픡22∶픡23]Δ, 퐶
′ = [픡31∶픡32∶픡33]Δ,
and we conclude:
퐴 = [픠11∶픠12∶픠13]Δ′ , 퐵 = [픠21∶픠22∶픠23]Δ′ , 퐶 = [픠31∶픠32∶픠33]Δ′ .
1.4.9. The dual triangles. Just like Δ, the triple Δ′ determines four triangles Δ′
푘
, 푘 =
0, 1, 2, 3. But, in general, triangle Δ′
푘
is not the dual of Δ푘. In fact, the dual of Δ푘 is
Δ푘 ∶=  −
⋃
푃 inner point ofΔ푘
푃 훿 .
We put 푎′ ∶= 퐵′∨퐶 ′, 푏′ ∶= 퐶 ′∨퐴′, 푐′ ∶= 퐴′∨퐵′ and denote by 풶′,풷′,풸′ the lengths of
the sides and by 훼′, 훽′, 훾 ′ the measures of the angles of triangle Δ0. Then (see 1.3.4),
풶′ = 휋푖 − 훼, 풷′ = 휋푖 − 훽, 풸′ = 휋푖 − 훾 ,
훼′ = 휋푖 −풶, 훽′ = 휋푖 − 풷, 훾 ′ = 휋푖 − 풸 .
1.4.10. Reflections. For each anisotropic point푀 = [푚1∶푚2∶푚3]Δ we define a mapping
휎푀∶ − 푎푏푠 →  as follows: The image of an anisotropic point 푃 = [푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ under
휎푀 is the point 푄 = [푞1∶푞2∶푞3]Δ with
(푞1, 푞2, 푞3) = (푝1, 푝2, 푝3) − 2
(푚1, 푚2, 푚3) [ℭ](푝1, 푝2, 푝3)
(푚1, 푚2, 푚3) [ℭ](푚1, 푚2, 푚3)
(푚1, 푚2, 푚3).
The points 푃 ,푀,푄 are obviously collinear, and it can be easily checked that 푃 and푄 have
the same distance from푀 . In particular,푄 is also an anisotropic point, lying together with
푃 in the same connected component of  − 푎푏푠. It can also be verified that 휎푀 (푄) = 푃 ,
and that 푃 = 푄 only if either 푃 = 푀 or 푑(푃 ,푀) = 휋
2
푖.
We extend 휎푀 to a mapping which is continuous on : If 푃 is the only isotropic point
on the (isotropic) line 푃 ∨푀 , then 휎푀 (푃 ) = 푃 ; if the line 푃 ∨푀 contains still another
isotropic point푄 besides 푃 , then 휎푀 (푃 ) = 푄.
This mapping 휎푀∶ →  is an involution. We call it the reflection in the point푀 and call
푄 the mirror image of 푃 under 휎푀 . It is not difficult to show that this reflection preserves
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the distance between points and the (angle) distance between lines.
Remark: A reflection 휎푀 in an anisotropic point푀 can also be interpreted as a reflection
휎퓁 in the line 퓁 = 푀
훿 .
If a nonempty subset  of  is invariant under the reflection in an anisotropic point푀 ,
then푀 is called a symmetry point of ; the line푀훿 is a symmetry axis of . A special case:
If 푃 and 푄 are two different anisotropic points, the points 푃+푄 and 푃−푄 are symmetry
points of {푃 ,푄} precisely when they are (proper) midpoints.
1.4.11. The pedals and antipedals of a point. We calculate the coordinates of the pedals
of a point 푃 = [푝1 ∶ 푝2 ∶ 푝3]Δ on the sidelines of Δ:
퐴[푃 ] ∶= ped(푃 , 푎) = (푃 ∨ 퐶
′) ∧ 푎 = [0 ∶ 픡11푝2 − 픡12푝1 ∶ 픡11푝3 − 픡31푝1]Δ,
퐵[푃 ] = [픡22푝1 − 픡12푝2 ∶ 0 ∶ 픡22푝3 − 픡23푝2]Δ,
퐶[푃 ] = [픡33푝1 − 픡31푝3 ∶ 픡33푝2 − 픡23푝3 ∶ 0]Δ.
The antipedal points of 푃 are
퐴[푃 ] ∶= perp(퐵 ∨ 푃 , 퐵) ∧ perp(퐶 ∨ 푃 , 퐶) = [−1 ∶
픡22푝1 − 픡12푝2
픡11푝2 − 픡12푝1
∶
픡33푝1 − 픡31푝3
픡11푝3 − 픡31푝1
]Δ,
퐵[푃 ] = [
픡11푝2 − 픡12푝1
픡22푝1 − 픡12푝2
∶ −1 ∶
픡33푝2 − 픡23푝3
픡22푝3 − 픡23푝2
]Δ,
퐶 [푃 ] = [
픡11푝3 − 픡31푝1
픡33푝1 − 픡31푝3
∶
픡22푝3 − 픡23푝2
픡33푝2 − 픡23푝3
∶ −1]Δ,
1.4.12. The cevian and the anticevian triple of a point. If 푃 = [푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ is a point
different from 퐴,퐵, 퐶 , then the lines 푃 ∨ 퐴, 푃 ∨ 퐵, 푃 ∨ 퐶 are called the cevian lines
of 푃 with respect to Δ. The cevian lines meet the sidelines 푎, 푏, 푐 at the points 퐴푃 =
[0∶푝2∶푝3]Δ, 퐵푃 = [푝1∶0∶푝3]Δ, 퐶푃 = [푝1∶푝2∶0]Δ, respectively. These points are called
the cevian points or the traces, and the triple 퐴푃퐵푃퐶푃 is called the cevian triple of 푃
with respect to Δ. The anticevian triple 퐴푃퐵푃퐶푃 consists of the harmonic associates
퐴푃 = [−푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ, 퐵
푃 = [푝1∶ − 푝2∶푝3]Δ, 퐶
푃 = [푝1∶푝2∶ − 푝3]Δ of 푃 .
1.4.13. Tripolar and tripole. Given a point 푃 = [푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ, then the point [0∶−푝2∶푝3]Δ
is the harmonic conjugate of 퐴푃 with respect to {퐵,퐶}. Correspondingly, the harmonic
conjugates of the traces of 푃 on the other sidelines are [−푝1∶0∶푝3]Δ and [푝1∶ − 푝2∶0]Δ.
These three harmonic conjugates are collinear; the equation of the line 푙 is 푝2푝3푥1+푝3푝1푥2+
푝1푝2푥3 = 0. This line is called the tripolar line or the tripolar of 푃 and we denote it by 푃
휏 .
푃 is the tripole of 푙 and we write 푃 = 푙휏 .
1.4.14. Isoconjugation. Let 푃 = [푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ be a point not on a sideline of Δ and let the
point푄 = [푞1∶푞2∶푞3]Δ be not a vertex of Δ, then the point 푅 = [푝1푞2푞3∶푝2푞3푞1∶푝3푞1푞2]Δ
is called the 푃 -isoconjugate of푄 with respect to Δ.
Special cases: If 푃 = 퐺 = [1∶1∶1]Δ (the centroid of Δ0), 푃 -isoconjugation is called
isotomic conjugation, and for 푃 = 퐾 = [픡11∶픡22∶픡33]Δ (the symmedian of Δ0) it is called
isogonal conjugation. The isotomic (resp. isogonal) conjugate of a point 푃 with respect to
Δ agrees with the isogonal (resp. isotomic) conjugate of 푃 with respect to Δ′.
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1.4.15. The area of a triangle. For a triangle  2) we define its area (also called its excess)
by area( ) = 훼 + 훽 + 훾 − 휋푖, where 훼, 훽, 훾 are the measures of the inner angles of  . This
function is additive: If we dissect  in finitely many triangles, then the sum of the areas of
these parts equals the area of  . Adding up all the areas of the triangles Δ푘, 푘 = 1, 2, 3, 4,
we get 2휋푖 for the area of the whole plane  .
1.4.16. Conics. Let픐 = (픪푖푗)푖,푗=1,2,3 be a symmetric matrix, then we denote by (픐)
the quadratic form
푞(푥1, 푥2, 푥3) = 픪11푥
2
1
+픪22푥
2
2
+픪33푥
2
3
+ 2픪23푥2푥3 + 2픪31푥3푥1 + 2픪12푥1푥2.
If 픐 is indefinite, the set of points [푥1∶푥2∶푥3]Δ which satisfy the quadratic equation
푞(푥1, 푥2, 푥3) = 0 is a real conic which we denote by (픐). This conic is called non-
degenerate if det(픐) ≠ 0.
The polar of a point 푃 = [푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ with respect to(픐) is the line with the equation
(푝1, 푝2, 푝3) [픐](푥1, 푥2, 푥3) = 0, and the pole of the line 퓁∶ 퓁1푥1 + 퓁2푥2 + 퓁3푥3 = 0 with
respect to (픐) is the point 푃 = [푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ with (푝1, 푝2, 푝3) = (퓁1,퓁2,퓁3)픐
#, where
픐# =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
픪22픪33 −픪
2
23
픪23픪31 −픪12픪33 픪12픪23 −픪31픪22
픪23픪31 −픪12픪33 픪33픪11 −픪
2
31
픪31픪12 −픪23픪11
픪12픪23 −픪31픪22 픪31픪12 −픪23픪11 픪11픪22 −픪
2
12
⎞⎟⎟⎠
is the adjoint of픐.
A special case: In the hyperbolic plane (휌 < 0), the conic (ℭ) is the absolute conic which
consists of all the isotropic points. In the elliptic plane, ℭ is definite and no real isotropic
points exist.
A point 푃 is a symmetry point of a nondegenerate real conic (픐),픐 ≠ ℭ, precisely
when the polar of 푃 equals 푃 훿 .
Proof : Take any line through 푃 that meets (픐) in two points 푄 and 푅. This line meets
the polar of 푃 at the harmonic conjugate 푆 of 푃 with respect to 푄 and 푅. Precisely when
푃 is a proper midpoint of {푄,푅}, the point 푆 is also a proper midpoint of {푄,푅} and lies
on 푃 훿 . □
If픐 is a diagonal matrix, then the polar lines of 퐴,퐵, 퐶 with respect to (픐) are the
lines 퐵 ∨ 퐶 , 퐶 ∨ 퐴, 퐴 ∨ 퐵, respectively. If픐 is not diagonal, then the poles of 퐵 ∨ 퐶 ,
퐶 ∨ 퐴, 퐴 ∨ 퐵 with respect to (픐) form a triple, perspective to Δ at perspector
[
1
픪11픪23 −픪31픪12
∶
1
픪22픪31 −픪12픪23
∶
1
픪33픪12 −픪23픪31
]Δ.
This perspector is called the perspector of (픐) with respect to Δ and, if (픐) is a real
conic, the perspector of (픐) with respect to Δ.
Let (픐) be a nondegenerate real conic. The set {푝훿| 푝 is a tangent of (픐)} is the
conic (ℭ픐♯ℭ); we call it the dual of (픐). Both conics, (픐) and its dual, share the
same symmetry points and symmetry axes.
There are other conics named "dual of (픐)". One, for example, is (픐♯). To avoid a
name collision, we call this one the adjoint conic.
2) Implicitly it is always assumed that the vertices and the sidelines of a triangle are anisotropic.
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1.4.17. Circles. We assume that (픐),픐 ≠ ℭ, is a nondegenerate real conic. Then (픐)
is a circle if there exists a line 퓁 consisting of symmetry points. In this case, the point 퓁훿
is also a symmetry point of (픐) and is called the center of the circle.
Remarks:
∙ A circle may have (up to two) isotropic points.
∙ In the elliptic plane, the center of a circle always lies inside the circle. In the hyperbolic
plane, the center of a circle lies inside the circle precisely when this center also lies inside
the absolute conic.
If 푃 and푄 are two distinct anisotropic points on a circle with center푀 , then 푑(푃 ,푀) =
푑(푄,푀), because: Let 푅 be the intersection of the lines 푃 ∨ 푄 and 푀훿 , then the triple
푃푀푄 is mapped onto the triple푄푀푃 by the (distance preserving) reflection 휎푅.
So we can define the radius of a circle as the common distance between its center and any
of its anisotropic points.
Given two anisotropic points푀 and 푃 , then there exists a unique nondegenerate circle
풞(푀,푃 ) with center푀 through the point 푃 precisely when 0 ≺ 푑(푀,푃 ) ≺ 휋
2
푖.
Besides the nondegenerate circles, one can regard the following degenerate conics as cir-
cles: It is common to look at a double line 푙 (a line with multiplicity 2) as a circle with
center 푙훿 and radius 휋
2
푖. A double point can be considered as a circle with radius 0 around
this point. And also a degenerate conic consisting of two different isotropic lines can be
seen as a circle; its center is the meet of these lines and its radius is 0.
2. SPECIAL TRIANGLE CENTERS, CENTRAL LINES, CONICS AND CUBICS
2.1. Triangle centers and central triangles based on orthogonality.
2.1.1. The common orthocenter of Δ and Δ′. The perspector of (ℭ) is the common or-
thocenter퐻 of Δ and Δ′,
퐻 = [
1
픠31픠12 − 픠23픠11
∶
1
픠12픠23 − 픠31픠22
∶
1
픠23픠31 − 픠12픠33
]Δ = [픡31픡12 ∶ 픡12픡23 ∶ 픡23픡31]Δ.
Since 퐴∨퐻 is orthogonal to 퐵∨퐶 , 퐵∨퐻 orthogonal to 퐶∨퐴 and 퐶∨퐻 orthogonal
to 퐴∨퐵, the points 퐴,퐵, 퐶,퐻 together with the lines 푎, 푏, 푐, 퐴∨퐻, 퐵∨퐻,퐶∨퐻 form an
orthocentric system; each of the points is the orthocenter of the other three. The same
applies to 퐴′, 퐵′, 퐶 ′, 퐻 , together with the lines through any two of them. If we combine
these two systems and add the points 푎∧푎′, 푏∧푏′, 푐∧푐′ and the line 퐻훿 , we get a system
which - if Δ0 has neither a right angle nor a right side - consists of 10 points and 10 lines
such that the dual of each of its points is one of its lines and the dual of each of its lines is
one of its points, and each point is incident with 3 lines and each line incident with 3 points.
2.1.2. Another triple perspective to Δ and Δ′ at perspector 퐻 . Define 퐴푏 ∶= 푏 ∧ 푎
′,
퐵푎 ∶= 푎 ∧ 푏
′, and the points 퐴푐, 퐵푐 , 퐶푎, 퐶푏 accordingly. We calculate the coordinates of
these points: 퐴푏 = [픠31 ∶ 0 ∶ − 픠11]Δ, 퐵푎 = [0 ∶ 픠23 ∶ − 픠22]Δ, etc. The point-triple 퐴̃퐵̃퐶̃ ,
퐴̃ ∶= (퐴푏 ∨ 퐵푎) ∧ (퐴푐 ∨ 퐶푎) = [
픡11
픠11
픠31픠12
픠23
∶ 픡12 ∶ 픡13]Δ,
퐵̃ ∶= (퐵푐 ∨ 퐶푏) ∧ (퐵푎 ∨ 퐴푏) = [픡21 ∶
픡22
픠22
픠12픠23
픠31
∶ 픡23]Δ,
퐶̃ ∶= (퐶푎 ∨ 퐴푐) ∧ (퐶푏 ∨ 퐵푐) = [픡31 ∶ 픡32 ∶
픡33
픠33
픠23픠31
픠12
]Δ,
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is perspective to Δ and Δ′ at perspector퐻 , cf. Vigara [27] section 8.2.
FIGURE 1. The triplesΔ,Δ′ and 퐴̃퐵̃퐶̃ . The light blue circle is the abso-
lute conic in the hyperbolic plane.
All figures were created with the software program GeoGebra [31].
The points 퐵푎, 퐶푎, 퐶푏, 퐴푏, 퐴푐, 퐵푐 lie on the conic
{[푥1∶푥2∶푥3]Δ | 3∑
푗=1
픠
2
푗,푗푥
2
푗 + (픠푗+1,푗+2 +
픠푗+1,푗+1픠푗+2,푗+2
픠푗+1,푗+2
)푥푗+1푥푗+2 = 0} (indices mod 3)
with perspector [픠23(1 + 픠
2
12
)(1 + 픠 2
31
) − 2픠12픠31(1 + 픠
2
23
) ∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ.
The three points 퐴푎 ∶= (퐵̃ ∨ 퐶̃) ∧ 푎, 퐵푏 ∶= (퐶̃ ∨ 퐴̃) ∧ 푏, 퐶푐 ∶= (퐴̃ ∨ 퐵̃) ∧ 푐 lie on the line
{[푥1∶푥2∶푥3]Δ | 픠11픠23푥1 + 픠22픠31푥2 + 픠33픠12푥3 = 0.}
By a routine calculation we can determine the coordinates of the orthocenter of the triple
Δ̃ = 퐴̃퐵̃퐶̃ . The expression for it is rather complicated, so we do not present it here.
But it might be worth mentioning that the euclidean limit (휌 → ±∞) of this point is the
deLongchamps point푋20
3) of Δ.
The dual Δ̃′ of Δ̃ is perspective to Δ. The perspector is 푂+ = [픡11픡23∶픡22픡31∶픡33픡12]Δ.
The euclidean limit of Δ̃′ is the mirror image of Δ in the circumcenter of Δ0.
The six points (퐵∨퐴′)∧(퐴∨퐶 ′), (퐶∨퐴′)∧(퐴∨퐵′), (퐶∨퐵′)∧(퐵∨퐴′), (퐴∨퐵′)∧(퐵∨퐴′),
(퐴∨퐶 ′) ∧ (퐶∨퐵′), (퐵∨퐶 ′) ∧ (퐶∨퐴′) lie on a conic. The perspector of this conic with
respect to Δ is the point [
픡
11
픡11픡23 − 픡31픡12
∶
픡22
픡22픡31 − 픡12픡23
∶
픡33
픡33 픡12 − 픡23픡31
]Δ, it is
3) The designation of the triangle centers corresponds to ETC [16].
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the isogonal conjugate of the deLongchamps point 퐿, which will be introduced in the next
subsection. The center of the euclidean limit of the conic is the circumcenter of Δ0.
2.1.3. The double triangle. We assume that the orthocenter퐻 of Δ is not a vertex. Wild-
berger [28] showed that the antipedals 퐴[퐻], 퐵[퐻], 퐶 [퐻] of퐻 are the harmonic associates
of the point
퐺+ = [픠23∶픠31∶픠12]Δ = [픡11픡23 − 픡12픡31 ∶ 픡22픡31 − 픡12픡23 ∶ 픡33픡12 − 픡23픡31]Δ.
It can be easily checked that퐺+ is the tripole of the dual line of퐻 . The points퐴[퐻], 퐵[퐻],
퐶 [퐻] are the vertices of a triangle which contains 퐺+. In [28], this triangle is called the
double triangle of Δ, and 퐺+ is called the double point.
Furthermore,Wildberger proved that the points퐴,퐵, 퐶 are propermidpoints of {퐵[퐻],퐶 [퐻]},
{퐶 [퐻], 퐴[퐻]}, {퐴[퐻], 퐵[퐻]}, respectively. Thus, the point 퐻 is the center of a circle
through the points 퐴[퐻], 퐵[퐻], 퐶 [퐻]. The perspector of this circle with respect to Δ is 퐻 ,
the perspector with respect to the triple 퐴[퐻]퐵[퐻]퐶 [퐻] (the Lemoine point of the double
triangle) is the point [픡
23
픠
2
23
∶픡
31
픠
2
31
∶픡
12
픠
2
12
]Δ.
The point 푂+ is identical with a pseudo-circumcenter, introduced in [27] as the meet of
perpendicular pseudo-bisectors퐴퐺+∨퐴
′, 퐵퐺+∨퐵
′, 퐶퐺+∨퐶
′. And it is also identical with
the basecenter introduced in [28].
The triple Δ[퐻] = 퐴[퐻]퐵[퐻]퐶 [퐻] is perspective to Δ′ at perspector
퐿 = [픡11픡23+ 픡31픡12 ∶ 픡22픡31+ 픡12픡23 ∶ 픡33픡12+ 픡23픡31]Δ.
This point 퐿 we will call the deLongchamps point of Δ.
2.1.4. The orthic triangle. We assume again that the orthocenter퐻 of Δ is not a vertex.
The orthic triangle has the vertices퐴[퐻], 퐵[퐻], 퐶[퐻], it contains퐻 , and it is the dual of the
double triangle of Δ′. The point퐻 is the incenter and the points 퐴,퐵, 퐶 are the excenters
of the orthic triangle. The pedals of퐻 on the sidelines of Δ[퐻] are the traces with respect
to Δ[퐻] of the point
[픡
31
픡
12
(픡 2
31
픡
22
−2픡
31
픡
12
픡
23
+픡 2
12
픡
33
)(2픡
11
픡
2
23
+픡 2
31
픡
22
−4픡
31
픡
12
픡
23
+픡 2
12
픡
33
) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ.
This point has euclidean limit 푋52.
2.1.5. The antipedal triple of푂+. The points퐴[푂
+] = [−픡11∕픠23, 픡22∕픠31, 픡33∕픠12]Δ,퐵
[푂+],
퐶 [푂
+] form a triple Δ[푂
+], which is perspective to Δ at the isogonal conjugate of 퐺+ and
perspective to the orthic triple Δ[퐻] at
[
픡
23
(픡
11
(픡
22
픡
33
− 픡 2
23
) + 픡
22
픡
2
31
+ 픡
33
픡
2
12
− 2픡
22
픡
33
픡
31
픡
12
픡23픠23
∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ.
2.1.6. The star of a point with respect to the triple Δ. Define the mapping
⋆ = ⋆Δ ∶  − {퐴,퐵, 퐶}→  by
푃⋆ = ⋆([푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ) = [푞1∶푞2∶푞3]Δ , (푞1, 푞2, 푞3) = (푝2푝3, 푝3푝1, 푝1푝2)픇.
푃⋆ is the dual of the tripolar of 푃 , so the preimage of a point 푄 ∈  − {퐴′, 퐵′, 퐶 ′} under
⋆ is the point 푄휏훿. If Δ0 is not right-angled, then we get for the special case 푃 = 퐻:
퐻⋆ = [픡11픡23 +2픡31픡12 ∶ 픡22픡31 +2픡12픡23 ∶ 픡33픡12 +2픡23픡31]Δ.
The orthic axis and its dual are defined even ifΔ0 has one or two right angles, so we extend
⋆ in this case.
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The point퐻⋆ is introduced in [28] under the name orthostar; we adopt the name.
FIGURE 2. Triangle centers on the orthoaxis. The three conics are the ab-
solute conic (light blue), the circumcircle ofΔ[퐻] with center퐻 (brown)
and the bicevian conic of the points퐻 and 퐺+ (black).
2.1.7. Centers on the orthoaxis. Wildberger [28] showed that the line퐻 ∨퐻⋆,
픡
23
(픡
22
픡
2
31
− 픡
33
픡
2
12
)푥1 + 픡31(픡33픡
2
12
− 픡
11
픡
2
23
)푥2 + 픡12(픡11픡
2
23
− 픡
22
픡
2
31
)푥3 = 0,
which he named orthoaxis, is incident with the points 퐿,푂+, 퐺+. Furthermore, he proved
that 퐿,푂+, 퐻,퐻⋆ as well as 퐿,푂+, 퐺+, 퐻 form harmonic ranges. The euclidean limits of
the points 퐿,푂+, 퐺+, 퐻,퐻⋆ are 퐿 = 푋20, 푂 = 푋3, 퐺 = 푋2, 퐻 = 푋4, the Euler infinity
point푋30, respectively.
The orthoaxis is a symmetry axis of the bicevian conic through the traces of퐻 and 퐺+.
The points퐻+푂+ and퐻−푂+ are, in addition to the dual point of the orthoaxis, symmetry
points of this conic precisely when these two points are proper midpoints of퐻 and 푂+.
Proof of the last two statements: For two points 푃 = [푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ and 푄 = [푞1∶푞2∶푞3]Δ,
not on any of the lines of Δ0, the conic which passes through the traces of 푃 and 푄 has the
matrix (cf. [30])
픐 = (픪푖푗)푖,푗=1,2,3 with 픪푖푖 = −
2
푝푖푞푖
,픪푖푗 =
1
푝푖푞푖
+
1
푝푗푞푗
for 푖, 푗 = 1, 2, 3, 푖 ≠ 푗.
(Remark: For 푃 = 푄, this is the matrix of an inconic with perspector 푃 .)
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It can now be checked that for the special case 푃 = 퐻 and 푄 = 퐺+, the pole of the
orthoaxis with respect to the bicevian conic is the point
[픠
23
(픡
22
픡
2
31
− 픡 2
12
픡
33
), 픠
31
(픡 2
12
픡
33
− 픡
11
픡
2
23
), 픠
12
(픡
11
픡
2
23
− 픡
22
픡
2
31
)]Δ.
But this is also the dual point of the orthoaxis.
We show that퐻 ±푂+ is a point on the polar of퐻 ∓푂+ with respect to the bicevian conic
(픐) of퐻 and 퐺+ by proving the correctness of the equation
(퐻◦ + 푂+◦) [픐](퐻◦ −푂+◦) = 0. We transform this equation equivalently:
(퐻◦ + 푂+◦) [픐](퐻◦ − 푂+◦) = 0
⇔ 퐻◦ [픐] 퐻◦ −푂+◦ [픐] 푂+◦ = 0
⇔ (풉 [픐]풉)(풐+ [ℭ]풐+) − (풉 [ℭ] 풉)(풐+ [픐]풐+) = 0
with 풉 = (픡31픡12 , 픡12픡23 , 픡23픡31) and 풐
+ = (픡11픡23 , 픡22픡31 , 픡33픡12).
The last equation holds, as can be checked with the help of a CAS. Now it follows: Neces-
sary and sufficient for 퐻 + 푂+ and 퐻 − 푂+ to be symmetry points of (픐) is that their
distance is 휋
2
푖. But this holds precisely when 퐻 + 푂+ and 퐻 − 푂+ are proper midpoints
of {퐻,푂+}. □
The orthoaxes of the triples 퐴퐵퐶,퐴퐻퐵,퐵퐻퐶,퐶퐻퐴 meet at the point
푁+ ∶= [픡11픡23 − 2픡12픡31, 픡22픡31 − 2픡12픡23, 픡33픡12 − 2픡23픡31]Δ.
The coordinates of퐻,푁+, 푂+, 퐻⋆ indicate that these four points form (in this order) a
harmonic range. The euclidean limit of푁+ is푁 = 푋5.
The orthic triple of the orthic triple Δ[퐻] is perspective to Δ at perspector
푃 = [픡
31
픡
12
(픡
11
픡
2
23
− 픡
22
픡
2
31
− 픡
33
픡
2
12
+ 2픡
12
픡
23
픡
31
) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ.
This is a point on the orthoaxis with euclidean limit 푋24.
The deLongchamps point, the double point, the pseudo-circumcenter and the orthostar
of Δ′ are 푂+, 퐻⋆, 퐿 and 퐺+, respectively.
In case of 휀퐴 = 휀퐵 = 휀퐶 and 휀퐴′ = 휀퐵′ = 휀퐶 ′ , the coordinates of the above given points
on the orthoaxis can be written
퐺+ = [sinh(훼)
(
cosh(훼) + cosh(훽) cosh(훾)
)
∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ
푂+ = [sinh(2훼) ∶ ⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ,
퐻 = [tanh(훼) ∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ,
푁+ = [sinh(훼)
(
cosh(훼) + 2 cosh(훽) cosh(훾)
)
∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ,
퐻⋆ = [sinh(훼)
(
cosh(훼) − 2 cosh(훽) cosh(훾)
)
∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ,
퐿 = [sinh(훼)
(
cosh(훼) − cosh(훽) cosh(훾)
)
∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ,
푃 = [tanh(훼)
(
cosh2(훼) − cosh2(훽) − cosh2(훾) − 2 cosh(훼) cosh(훽) cosh(훾)
)
∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ.
2.1.8. The Taylor conic. By projecting the pedals 퐴[퐻], 퐵[퐻], 퐶[퐻], lying on 푎 resp. 푏
resp. 푐, onto the other sidelines of Δ, we get altogether six points
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퐵[퐴[퐻]] = [픡
2
12
∶0∶픡
12
픡
23
− 픡
22
픡
31
]Δ, 퐶[퐴[퐻]] = [픡
2
13
∶픡
31
픡
23
− 픡
33
픡
12
∶0]Δ, 퐶[퐵[퐻]], 퐴[퐵[퐻]],
퐴[퐶[퐻]], 퐵[퐶[퐻]] which all lie on a conic with the equation
3∑
푖=1
픡
푖+1,푖+2
푥 2푖 +
(픡푖,푖픡푖+1,푖+2 − 픡푖+2,푖픡푖,푖+1)
2 + 픡푖+2,푖픡푖,푖+1
픡푖,푖픡푖+1,푖+2 − 픡푖+2,푖픡푖,푖+1
푥푖+1푥푖+2 = 0 (indices mod 3).
We like to call this conic Taylor conic, since its euclidean limit is the Taylor circle.
Let 퐻퐴, 퐻퐵 , 퐻퐶 be the orthocenters of 퐴퐵[퐻]퐶[퐻], 퐵퐶[퐻]퐴[퐻], 퐶퐴[퐻]퐵[퐻], respec-
tively. The triple퐻퐴퐻퐵퐻퐶 is perspective to 퐴[퐻]퐵[퐻]퐶[퐻]; the perspector is
[픡
11
(픡
23
(픡
22
픡
2
31
+ 픡
33
픡
2
12
) − 픡
22
픡
33
픡
31
픡
12
) ∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ.
The euclidean limit of this point is 푋389, the center of the Taylor circle. But, in general,
this point is not a symmetry point of the Taylor conic.
2.1.9. Orthotransversal and orthocorrespondentof a point. For any point푃 = [푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ
which is not a vertex of Δ, the three points perp(퐴 ∨ 푃 , 푃 ) ∧ 푎, perp(퐵 ∨ 푃 , 푃 ) ∧ 푏 and
perp(퐶 ∨ 푃 , 푃 ) ∧ 푐 are collinear on the line∑
푖=1,2,3
1
푝푖(픡푖+1,푖+2푝푖 − 픡푖+2,푖푝푖+1 − 픡푖,푖+1푝푖+2) + 픡푖,푖푝푖+1푝푖+2
푥푖 = 0 (indices mod 3).
The line is called the orthotransversal (line) of 푃 , and its tripole is called the orthocorre-
spondent of 푃 . As a special case, the orthocorrespondent of퐻 is 퐺+.
The points perp(퐴 ∨ 푃 , 푃 ) ∧ 푎′, perp(퐵 ∨ 푃 , 푃 ) ∧ 푏′ and perp(퐶 ∨ 푃 , 푃 ) ∧ 푐′ are also
collinear; they lie on the dual of 푃 .
We dualize these statements:
The three lines perp(푎 ∧ 푃 휏 , 푃 휏 ) ∨ 퐴, perp(푏 ∧ 푃 휏 , 푃 휏 ) ∨ 퐵 and perp(푐 ∧ 푃 휏 , 푃 휏 ) ∨ 퐶
meet at the point푄 = [
푝1
푝1(픠11푝1 − 픠12푝2 − 픠31푝3) + 픠23푝2푝3
∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ.
A special case: If 푃 = 퐺+, then 푄 = 퐻 .
If 푃 is not a vertex of Δ′, then the points par(푎, 푃 ) ∧ 푎, par(푏, 푃 ) ∧ 푏, par(푐, 푃 ) ∧ 푐 lie on
the line 푃 훿 .
2.2. Center functions / triangle centers and their mates.
Given a triangle center 푇 of Δ0, then there exists a homogenous function 푓∶ ℝ
6
→ ℝ
such that
∙ 푓 (푥1, 푥2, 푥3, 푥4, 푥5, 푥6) = 푓 (푥1, 푥3, 푥2, 푥4, 푥6, 푥5) and
∙ 푇 = [푓 (픡11,픡22,픡33,픡23,픡31,픡12)∶푓 (픡22,픡33,픡11,픡31,픡12,픡23)∶푓 (픡33,픡11,픡22,픡12,픡23,픡31)]Δ.
A function satisfying these conditions is called a center function of 푇 with respect to the
triangle Δ0 and the matrix픇.
We give two examples: Center functions of퐻 and 퐿 are 푓퐻 (푥1, 푥2, 푥3, 푥4, 푥5, 푥6) = 푥5푥6
and 푓퐿(푥1, 푥2, 푥3, 푥4, 푥5, 푥6) = 푥1푥4 + 푥5푥6.
Obviously, by knowing a center function of a triangle center of Δ0, one also knows the
barycentric coordinates of that center.
The triangle center 푇 = 푇0 ofΔ0 is accompanied by its three mates 푇1, 푇2, 푇3; these are the
corresponding triangle centers ofΔ1,Δ2,Δ3, respectively. Their representationby barycen-
tric coordinates are
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푇1 = [−푓 (픡11,픡22,픡33,픡23,−픡31,−픡12)
∶푓 (픡22,픡33,픡11,−픡31,−픡12,픡23)∶푓 (픡33,픡11,픡22,−픡12,픡23,−픡31)]Δ,
푇2 = [푓 (픡11,픡22,픡33,−픡23,픡31,−픡12)
∶ − 푓 (픡22,픡33,픡11,픡31,−픡12,−픡23)∶푓 (픡33,픡11,픡22,−픡12,픡23,−픡31)]Δ,
푇3 = [푓 (픡11,픡22,픡33,−픡23,−픡31,픡12)
∶푓 (픡22,픡33,픡11,−픡31,픡12,−픡23)∶ − 푓 (픡33,픡11,픡22,픡12,−픡23,−픡31)]Δ.
All triangle centers in the last subsection are absolute triangle centers, their mates do not
differ from the main center.
Remark: Without giving a formal introduction, we also use (and used already) center func-
tions which depend on the matrix ℭ, or on the sidelengths of Δ0, or on its inner angles.
2.3. Circumcircles, incircles and related triangle centers.
FIGURE 3. The four pairs of twin circumcircles (green, purple, brown,
orange) of 퐴퐵퐶 , their centers and the dual lines of these centers. The
blue circle is the absolute conic.
2.3.1. Twin circles, circumcircles and incircles. The points 퐺 = 퐺0 = [1, 1, 1]Δ, 퐺1 =
[−1, 1, 1]Δ, 퐺2= [1,−1, 1]Δ, 퐺3 = [1, 1,−1]Δ are the centroids of triangle Δ0,Δ1,Δ2,Δ3,
respectively. The point푂푘 =퐺
⋆
푘
is called circumcenter ofΔ푘 (푘 = 0,⋯, 3), cf. [29]. In the
elliptic plane, there always exists a circle around 푂푘, passing through the vertices 퐴,퐵, 퐶 .
The situation is different in the hyperbolic plane. Unless 휀퐴 = 휀퐵 = 휀퐶 , there does not exist
any circle which passes through all three vertices 퐴,퐵, 퐶 . If for example 휀퐴 = 휀퐵 ≠ 휀퐶 ,
then a circle with center 푂푘 through퐴 will also pass through B, but it differs from a circle
centered at 푂푘 passing through 퐶 . Wildberger and Alkhaldi discovered a special relation
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between these two circles: They form a couple of twin circles. Wildberger and Alkhaldi
[29] proved that, given any circle  with center 푃 and radius 푟 ∈ ℂ in the hyperbolic plane,
there exists a uniquely determined twin circle of . This is a circle with center 푃 and radius
푟′, satisfying the equation cosh2(푟′) = − cosh2(푟). Thus, in the hyperbolic plane, one can
always find exactly one pair of twin circles with center 푂푘 such that their union contains
the vertices 퐴,퐵, 퐶 .
The coordinates of the circumcenters of Δ are
푂=푂0 = [픡11+ 픡12+ 픡31, 픡12+ 픡22+ 픡23, 픡31+ 픡23+ 픡33]Δ,
푂1 = [− 픡11+ 픡12+ 픡31,− 픡12+ 픡22+ 픡23,−픡31+ 픡23+ 픡33]Δ, etc.
For the distances 푑(푂,퐴) and 푑(푂1, 퐴) we get:
cosh2(푑(푂,퐴)) = 1∕(픠11(픡11+ 픡22+ 픡33 + 2(픡23+ 픡31+ 픡12))),
cosh2(푑(푂1, 퐴)) = 1∕(픠11(픡11+ 픡22+ 픡33 + 2(픡23− 픡31− 픡12))).
The circumcenters of Δ′ are the incenters of Δ. To be more precise, the circumcenter of
Δ푘 is the incenter 퐼푘 of Δ푘, 푘 = 0,⋯ , 3. We calculate the coordinates:
퐼 = 퐼0 = [
√|픡11|,√|픡22|,√|픡33| ]Δ, 퐼1 = [−√|픡11|,√|픡22|,√|픡33| ]Δ,⋯ .
In the elliptic plane, the incenters are the centers of incircles of Δ, and this is also true
in the hyperbolic plane if 휀퐴′ = 휀퐵′ = 휀퐶 ′ . But in general, twin circles with center 퐼푘 are
needed to touch all sidelines 푎, 푏, 푐. We calculate the distances 푑(퐼, 푎) = 푑(퐼, ped(퐼, 푎)) =
휋푖 − 푑(퐼, 퐴′) and 푑(퐼1, 푎)∶
cosh2(푑(퐼, 푎)) = sgn(픡11)∕
(∑
푖=1,2,3
(픠푖푖|픡푖푖| + 2픠푖,푖+1√|픡푖푖픡푖+1,푖+1| )),
cosh2(푑(퐼1, 푎)) = sgn(픡11)∕
(∑
푖=1,2,3
(픠푖푖|픡푖푖|) + 2(픠23√|픡22픡33|− 픠31√|픡33픡11|− 픠12√|픡11픡22|)).
The triple푂1푂2푂3 is perspective to Δ
′ at perspector푂0, the triple 퐼1퐼2퐼3 is perspective
to Δ at perspector 퐼0.
We now assume 휀퐴 = 휀퐵 = 휀퐶 and put 픠∶=픠11 = 픠22 = 픠33 ∈ {−1, 1} , then :
픠픠23 = cosh(풶), 픠픠23 + 1 = 2 cosh
2(
풶
2
), 픠픠23 − 1 = 2 sinh
2(
풶
2
), etc.
and
푂0 = [(픠23−픠)(픠23−픠31−픠12+픠) ∶ (픠31−픠)(−픠23+픠31−픠12+픠) ∶ (픠12−픠)(−픠23−픠31+픠12+픠)]Δ
= [(sinh2(
풶
2
))(− sinh2(
풶
2
) + sinh2(
풷
2
) + sinh2(
풸
2
)) ∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ,
푂1 = [(픠23−픠)(픠23+픠31+픠12+픠) ∶ (픠31+픠)(−픠23−픠31+픠12+픠) ∶ (픠12+픠)(−픠23+픠31−픠12+픠)]Δ,
= [(sinh2(
풶
2
))(sinh2(
풶
2
)+ cosh2(
풷
2
)+ cosh2(
풸
2
)) ∶ (cosh2(
풷
2
))(− sinh2(
풶
2
)− cosh2(
풷
2
)
+ cosh2(
풸
2
)) ∶ (cosh2(
풸
2
))(− sinh2(
풶
2
)+ cosh2(
풷
2
)− cosh2(
풸
2
))]Δ,⋯ .
The four points 푂0, 푂1, 푂2, 푂3 form an orthocentric system.
The triple 푂1푂2푂3 is perspective to Δ at the isogonal conjugate of 푂 = 푂0, and as
a consequence of this, the triples 푂0푂3푂2, 푂3푂0푂1, 푂2푂1푂0 are perspective to Δ at the
isogonal conjugates of 푂1, 푂2, 푂3, respectively.
Let 풞푘 denote the circumcircle with center 푂푘, 푘 = 0,⋯ , 3. All inner points of Δ0 lie
inside풞0, which is not true for any other circumcircle풞푘, 푘 ≠ 0. Therefore, we call풞0 the
main circumcircle of Δ0, while the others will be regarded as its mates.
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The perspector of 풞푘 is called the Lemoine point 퐾̃푘 of Δ푘 ∶
퐾̃0 = [픠23 − 픠 ∶ 픠31 − 픠 ∶ 픠12 − 픠]Δ = [sinh
2(
풶
2
) ∶ sinh2(
풷
2
) ∶ sinh2(
풸
2
)]Δ,
퐾̃1 = [픠23 − 픠 ∶ 픠31 + 픠 ∶ 픠12 + 픠]Δ = [− sinh
2(
풶
2
) ∶ cosh2(
풷
2
) ∶ cosh2(
풸
2
)]Δ, ....
The isogonal conjugate of 퐾̃푘 is 퐺̃푘 :
퐺̃0 = [픠23 + 픠 ∶ 픠31 + 픠 ∶ 픠12 + 픠]Δ = [cosh
2(
풶
2
) ∶ cosh2(
풷
2
) ∶ cosh2(
풸
2
)]Δ ,
퐺̃1 = [픠23 + 픠 ∶ 픠31 − 픠 ∶ 픠12 − 픠]Δ = [− cosh
2(
풶
2
) ∶ sinh2(
풷
2
) ∶ sinh2(
풸
2
)]Δ , ....
The triple 퐾̃1퐾̃2퐾̃3 is perspective to Δ at 퐺̃0 and, as a consequence, the triple 퐺̃1퐺̃2퐺̃3 is
perspective to Δ at 퐾̃0. The triple 퐺̃2퐺̃3퐺̃0 is perspective to Δ at 퐾̃1, etc. The four lines
퐾̃푗 ∨ 퐺̃푗 , 0 ≤ 푗 ≤ 3, meet at the point 퐺 = [1, 1, 1]Δ.
The euclidean limits of 퐾̃ = 퐾̃0 and 퐺̃ = 퐺̃0 are the symmedian 퐾 = 푋6 and the cen-
troid 퐺 = 푋2 of Δ0, respectively. The euclidean limit of the circle 풞1 is the union of two
lines, one is the sideline 푎 = 퐵 ∨ 퐶 , the other its parallel through퐴.
Remark: In euclidean geometry, the perspector of the circumcircle 풞0 coincides with iso-
gonal conjugate of 퐺0. This is not the case in elliptic and in hyperbolic geometry; so we
have to find different names for the two points. As proposed by Horváth, the perspector of
the circumcircle will be called Lemoine point, the isogonal conjugate 퐾 of 퐺 symmedian.
In euclidean geometry, the centroid of the pedal triangleΔ[퐾],0 of퐾 agreeswith퐾 . Neither
of the two points퐾, 퐾̃ has this property in elliptic and in hyperbolic geometry.
The Lemoine point 퐾̃ we can get by the following construction, cf. [10] for the euclidean
case: Let 푙퐴 be the line that connects the point 퐴퐺 with the harmonic conjugate of 퐴
′ with
respect to 퐴,퐴퐻 , and define the lines 푙퐵 , 푙퐶 accordingly. The lines 푙퐴, 푙퐵 , 푙퐶 meet at 퐾̃ .
If  is any conic and 푃 a point on , then let 푇푃 denote the tangent of  at 푃 . The
points 퐴, 푇퐵풞2 ∧ 푇퐶풞3, 푇퐵풞1 ∧ 푇퐶풞1 are collinear.
Let푄0푗 be the non trivial intersection point of풞0 and풞푗 , 푗=1, 2, 3.The triple푄01푄02푄03
is perspective to Δ at 퐺0.
If we assume 휀퐴′ = 휀퐵′ = 휀퐶 ′ , we get:
sgn(픡11) = sgn(픡22) = sgn(픡33)
and
퐼 = 퐼0 = [
√
픡11 ∶
√
픡22 ∶
√
픡33 ]Δ = [sinh(풶) ∶ sinh(풷) ∶ sinh(풸)]Δ,
퐼1= [−
√
픡11 ∶
√
픡22 ∶
√
픡33 ]Δ = [− sinh(풶) ∶ sinh(풷) ∶ sinh(풸)]Δ, ...
퐼0, 퐼1, 퐼2, 퐼3 form an orthocentric system.
Let ℐ푘 denote the incircle with center 퐼푘, 푘 = 0,⋯ , 3. The center 퐼푘 of ℐ푘 is always
a point inside of Δ푘. We callℐ푘 the proper incircle of Δ푘, while the others will be called
the excircles of Δ푘. Caution: The inner points ofℐ푘 can completely lie outside of Δ푘, cf.
Figure 4.
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The perspector ofℐ푘 is called the Gergonne point 퐺푒푘 of Δ푘:
퐺푒0 = [
√
픡22
√
픡33 + 픡23 ∶
√
픡33
√
픡11 + 픡31 ∶
√
픡11
√
픡22 + 픡12]Δ
= [(
√
픡33
√
픡11 − 픡31)(
√
픡11
√
픡22 − 픡12) ∶ (
√
픡11
√
픡22 − 픡12)(
√
픡22
√
픡33 − 픡23)
∶ (
√
픡33
√
픡11 − 픡31))(
√
픡22
√
픡33 − 픡23)]Δ
= [
√
픠22
√
픠33
cosh(훼)−1
sinh(풶)
∶
√
픠33
√
픠11
cosh(훽)−1
sinh(풷)
∶
√
픠11
√
픠22
cosh(훾)−1
sinh(풸)
]Δ,
퐺푒1 = [−(
√
픡22
√
픡33 + 픡23) ∶
√
픡33
√
픡11 − 픡31 ∶
√
픡11
√
픡22 − 픡12]Δ
We introduce the Nagel point푁푎푘 of Δ푘, 푘 = 0, 1, 2, 3 , by
푁푎0 = [
√
픡22
√
픡33 − 푑23 ∶
√
픡33
√
픡11 − 푑31 ∶
√
픡11
√
픡22 − 푑12]Δ
= [(
√
픡33
√
픡11 + 푑31)(
√
픡11
√
픡22 + 푑12) ∶ (
√
픡11
√
픡22 + 푑12)(
√
픡22
√
픡33 + 푑23)
∶ (
√
픡33
√
픡11 + 푑31))(
√
픡22
√
픡33 + 푑23)]Δ,
푁푎1 = [−(
√
픡22
√
픡33 − 픡23) ∶
√
픡33
√
픡11 + 픡31 ∶
√
픡11
√
픡22 + 픡12]Δ.
푁푎푘 and퐺푒푘 are isotomic conjugates for 0 ≤푘≤ 3. The triples퐺푒1퐺푒2퐺푒3 and푁푎1푁푎2푁푎3
are perspective to Δ at푁푎0 and 퐺푒0, respectively.
The lines 퐼0 ∨퐺푒0, 퐼1 ∨퐺푒1, 퐼2 ∨퐺푒2, 퐼3 ∨퐺푒3 concur at the deLongchamps point 퐿,
the lines 퐼0 ∨푁푎0, 퐼1 ∨푁푎1, 퐼2 ∨푁푎2, 퐼3 ∨푁푎3 at the point 퐺
+, and the lines 퐺푒0 ∨푁푎0,
퐺푒1 ∨푁푎1, 퐺푒2 ∨푁푎2, 퐺푒3 ∨푁푎3 meet at the isotomic conjugate of the orthocenter퐻 .
2.3.2. Note: From now on, we always assume 휀퐴 = 휀퐵 = 휀퐶 and 휀퐴′ = 휀퐵′ = 휀퐶 ′ .
This is the "classical case". The points퐴,퐵, 퐶 lie either in the elliptic plane or in a special
part of the extended hyperbolic plane.
The classical Cayley-Klein cases in the extended hyperbolic plane:
휀퐴 = 휀퐵 = 휀퐶 = −푖 and 휀퐴′ = 휀퐵′ = 휀퐶 ′ = 1 proper hyperbolic / Lobachevsky
휀퐴 = 휀퐵 = 휀퐶 = 1 and 휀퐴′ = 휀퐵′ = 휀퐶 ′ = 1 double-hyperbolic / deSitter
휀퐴 = 휀퐵 = 휀퐶 = 1 and 휀퐴′ = 휀퐵′ = 휀퐶 ′ = −푖 dual-hyperbolic / anti-deSitter
In this case, the following trigonometric formulae apply:
cosh(훼) =
cosh(풷) cosh(풸) − cosh(풶)
sinh(풷) sinh(풸)
cosh(풶) =
cosh(훽) cosh(훾) + cosh(훼)
sinh(훽) sinh(훾)
= 1 +
2 sinh(휖) cosh(휖−훼)
sinh(훽) sinh(훾)
, 휖 =
1
2
area(Δ0).
sinh(훼)
sinh(풶)
=
sinh(훽)
sinh(풷)
=
sinh(훾)
sinh(풸)
.
The coordinates of 퐼, 퐺푒,푁푎, 푂, 퐺̃, 퐾̃ can now be written as functions of the angles:
퐼 = [sinh(훼) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ,
퐺푒 = [tanh(
훼
2
) ∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ, 푁푎 = [coth(
훼
2
) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ,
푂 = [sinh(훼) cosh(훼-휖) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ,
퐾̃ = [sinh(훼) sinh(훼-휖) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ, 퐺̃ = [sinh(훼)∕sinh(훼-휖) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ.
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The isotomic conjugate of 퐼 is a point on the line 퐺푒∨푁푎. The isogonal conjugate of 푂 is
the point퐻− = [sinh(훼)∕cosh(훼-휖) ∶⋯ ∶⋯]Δ. The cevian line 퐴 ∨퐻
− is perpendicular
to the sideline 퐵퐺 ∨ 퐶퐺 of the medial triangle.
FIGURE 4. An anti- de Sitter triangle together with its circumcircle 풞0
(red), its incircleℐ0 (green) and excircles (light-green).
2.3.3. Other triangle centers related to the circumcenters and the incenters.
∙ The triple 퐼1퐼2퐼3 is perspective to Δ
′ at the Bevan point
퐵푒 = 퐵푒0 = [
√
픡11(
√
픡11
√
픡22
√
픡33 −
√
픡11픡23 +
√
픡22픡31 +
√
픡33픡12) ∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ
= [sinh(훼)(1 + cosh(훼) − cosh(훽) − cosh(훾)) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ
= [sinh(훼)(sinh2( 1
2
훼) − sinh2( 1
2
훽) − sinh2( 1
2
훾)) ∶⋯ ∶⋯]Δ.
The euclidean limit of 퐵푒 is the point푋40. 퐵푒 is the incenter of the extangents triangle of
Δ0 (see 2.4.9). But, different from its euclidean limit, it is in general not the circumcenter
of the excentral triangle (퐼1퐼2퐼3)0, neither a point on 퐼 ∨ 푂.
The four lines 퐼푘 ∨ 퐵푒푘, 0 ≤ 푘 ≤ 3, meet at the point 푂
+.
∙ The four lines 푂푘 ∨ 퐼푘, 푘 = 0,⋯ , 3, meet at the point
[
√
픡11(
√
픡22(픡11픡33 + 픡31(픡23 − 픡33)) +
√
픡33(픡11픡22 + 픡12(픡23 − 픡22)))
+
√
픡22
√
픡33 픡11(픡11 − 픡12 − 픡31) + 픡11(픡22픡33 − 픡
2
23
) ∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ.
This is a second point with euclidean limit 푋40 and, in general, it also differs from all the
circumcenters of excentral triangles of Δ.
∙ The triples Δ[푂] = Δ퐺 and 퐼1퐼2퐼3 are perspective at theMittenpunkt of Δ0,
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푀푖 = 푀푖0 = [
√
픡11(−
√
픡11 +
√
픡22 +
√
픡33) ∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ
= [sinh(훼)(− sinh(훼) + sinh(훽) + sinh(훾)) ∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ,
a point on the line 퐼 ∨퐾 . It has euclidean limit 푋9.
∙ Define the points 푃푎 and 푄푎 by 푃푎 ∶= (퐼0 ∨푀푖0) ∧ (퐼1 ∨푀푖1) and 푄푎 ∶= (퐼2 ∨푀푖2) ∧
(퐼3 ∨푀푖3) and the points 푃푏, 푄푏, 푃푐 , 푄푐 accordingly. The points 퐵, 푃푎, 퐶, 푄푎 form a har-
monic range. The triple 푃푎푃푏푃푐 is perspective to Δ at the perspector [
sinh(훼)
sinh(훽)− sinh(훾)
∶
⋯ ∶⋯]Δ, a point with euclidean limit 푋100.
∙ Vigara [27] proved that the triples Δ[푂] and Δ
′
[퐼]
are perspective; the perspector he
named pseudo- Spieker center. But this point is in fact a good candidate for the Spieker
center in elliptic and in hyperbolic geometry, as it is one of four radical centers of the three
incirclesℐ푘, 푘 = 1, 2, 3; and it is the one that lies inside Δ
0. Its coordinates are
푆푝 = 푆푝0 = [(푠1+푠2+푠3)(푠1푐2푐3+푠2푐3푐1+푠3푐1푐2+푠1푠1푠3) + (푠2푐3+푠3푐2)(푠2+푠3−2푠1)
+ 푠1(2푠2+2푠3−푠1)∶⋯ ∶⋯]Δ,
with 푠1 ∶= sinh(풶), 푐1 ∶= cosh(풶), 푠2 ∶= sinh(풷), ....
More general, each triple Δ[푂푗 ] is perspective to each triple Δ
′
[퐼푘]
, 푗, 푘 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.
By this, we get altogether 16 perspective centers. Let 푃푘푗 be the perspector for Δ[0푘] and
Δ′
[퐼푗 ]
. GeoGebra-constructions indicate:
- The six points 푃12, 푃21, 푃23, 푃32, 푃31, 푃13 lie on a singular conic (union of two lines).
- Put푄1 = (푃12∨푃21)∧(푃31∨푃13), 푄2 = (푃23∨푃32)∧(푃12∨푃21), 푄3 = (푃31∨푃13)∧(푃23∨푃32);
the triple푄1푄2푄3 is perspective to Δ and to Δ
′ at points which lie on the line 푂 ∨ 퐼 .
∙ The points퐻−,푀푖, 퐵푒, 푆푝 are collinear.
∙ Define the point 푆1 by 푆1 ∶= (퐼1 ∨ 푂
+) ∧ 푎 and the points 푆2, 푆3 likewise. The triple
푆1푆2푆3 is perspective to Δ at the point
[
sinh(훼)
cosh(훽) + cosh(훾)
∶
sinh(훽)
cosh(훾) + cosh(훼)
∶
sinh(훾)
cosh(훼) + cosh(훽)
]Δ.
We call this point pseudo- Schiffler point; the euclidean limit of this point is the Schiffler
point푋21, cf. [6].
∙ The antipedal triple Δ[푂0] of 푂0 is perspective to 푂1푂2푂3 and to Δ
′ at 푂0.
Let 푃 be the point
[
1
(
√
픡22(픠 − 픠12) −
√
픡33(픠 − 픠31)
∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ = [
sinh(
훼
2
)
sinh(
훽 − 훾
2
)
∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ,
then: (퐵[푂0] ∨ 퐼2) ∧ (퐶
[푂0] ∨ 퐼3) = 퐴푃 , (퐶
[푂0] ∨ 퐼3) ∧ (퐴
[푂0] ∨ 퐼1) = 퐵푃 ,
and (퐴[푂0] ∨ 퐼1) ∧ 퐵
[푂0] ∨ 퐼3) = 퐶푃 .
푃 is a point on the circumcircle풞0, its euclidean limit is 푋100.
∙ The pedal triple Δ[퐼0] of 퐼0 is perspective to 퐼1퐼2퐼3 at
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[
√
픡11(− 픡23
√
픡11 + 픡31
√
픡22 + 픡12
√
픡33 −
√
픡11
√
픡22
√
픡33) ∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ
= [sinh(훼)
(
− cosh(
훼
2
) + cosh(
훽
2
) + cosh(
훾
2
)
)
∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ.
This point is also the orthocorrespondent of 퐼 . Its euclidean limit is 푋57.
∙ The tripole [1∕(픠31−픠12) ∶ 1∕(픠12−픠23) ∶ 1∕(픠23−픠31)] of the line 퐾̃ ∨ 퐺
+ is a point on
the circumcircle and has euclidean limit 푋99.
∙ The circumcenters of the triangles (푂0퐵퐶)0, (푂0퐶퐴)0, (푂0퐴퐵)0 form (in this order) a
triple which is perspective to Δ at the Kosnita point
[1∕
(
(픡12 + 픡22)(픡31 + 픡33) − 픡23(픡11 + 픡23 + 픡31 + 픡12 − 푐휆)
)
∶ ⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ
with 휆 =
√|(1, 1, 1)[픇](1, 1, 1)| = √|픡11 + 픡22 + 픡33 + 2(픡12 + 픡23 + 픡31)|.
The euclidean limit of this point is 푋54.
∙ Put 푃1 ∶= (푂2 ∨퐶) ∧ (푂3 ∨퐵), 푃2 ∶= (푂3 ∨퐴) ∧ (푂1 ∨퐶), 푃3 ∶= (푂1 ∨퐵) ∧ (푂2 ∨퐴).
The triple 푃1푃2푃3 is perspective to Δ at 푂 and to Δ
′ at
[(픠23+ 픠)(픠
2
23
(픠23 + 픠31 + 픠12 + 픠) − 픠23(픠31+ 픠12 + 픠)
2 − (픠31+ 픠12)((픠31− 픠12)
2 + 픠31 + 픠12 +
픠) − 픠)∶⋯ ∶⋯]Δ.
The euclidean limit of this point is the deLongchamps point 푋20.
∙ The incenters of the triangles (퐼0퐵퐶)0, (퐼0퐶퐴)0, (퐼0퐴퐵)0 form (in this order) a triple
perspective to Δ. The perspector is the 1푠푡 deVilliers point
1√
2
√
픡
22
√
픡
33
(
√
픡
22
√
픡
33
− 픡
23
) + 픠
√
픡
22
√
픡
33
∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ
=
sinh(훼)
2 cosh(
1
2
훼) + 1
∶
sinh(훽)
2 cosh(
1
2
훽) + 1
∶
sinh(훾)
2 cosh(
1
2
훾) + 1
]Δ.
It has euclidean limit 푋1127.
Experimental constructions using GeoGebra indicate that there also exist elliptic and hy-
perbolic analogues of the 2푛푑 deVilliers point 푋1128 and of the three Stevanovic points
푋1130, 푋1488 and 푋1489.
2.3.4. Kimberlings "Four-Triangle Problem". Let 푇 , 푇̃ be triangle centers of Δ0, and let
푇̃1, 푇̃2, 푇̃3 be the 푇̃ -centers of the triangulation triangles (퐴푇퐵)0, (퐵푇퐶)0, (퐶푇퐴)0, respec-
tively. If the triple 푇̃1푇̃2푇̃3 is perspective to Δ0, we will say that 푇 #푇̃ is well-defined, and
푇 #푇̃ will stand, in this case, for the perspector. There is a problem, which are the centers 푇
and 푇̃ such that 푇 #푇̃ is well-defined. Kimberling posed this problem (the "Four-Triangle
Problem") in [15] for the special case 푇 = 푇̃ , and as far as I know, this problem is still
open.
It was shown above that 푂#푂 is the Kosnita point and that 퐼#퐼 is the deVilliers point.
Experiments with GeoGebra indicate that 푇 #푇 is well-defined for the absolute centers
푇 = 퐻,퐺+, 푂+, 푁+, 퐿,퐻⋆ and that 퐿#퐿 = 퐻 , but for the absolute center 푃 on the or-
thoaxis (see 2.1.7) it is not well-defined. If 푇 ∈{퐾̃, 퐺̃}, then 푇 #푇 is well-defined, whereas
for 푇 ∈{퐺푒,푁푎} it is not.
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2.4. Circles, radical centers and centers of similitude.
The following two theorems together with their proofs were presented by Ungar [26] for
the proper hyperbolic case.
2.4.1. The Inscribed Angle Theorem. Let 휇 be the measure of the angle ∠+(퐵푂퐶), then
sinh(훼) =
√|(1, 1, 1) [픇](1, 1, 1)|
cosh(
풷
2
) cosh(
풸
2
)
sinh(휇∕2) and
sinh(훼 −
1
2
area(Δ0)) = sinh(
1
2
(휇 − area((퐵푂퐶)0))).
A special case: If 퐵,퐶, 푂 are collinear, then 훼 − 1
2
area(Δ0) =
1
2
휋 and 훼 = 훽 + 훾.
2.4.2. Tangent-Secant Theorem. The tangent at 퐴 of the circumcircle 풞0 of Δ0 meets the
line 푎 = 퐵 ∨ 퐶 at the point 푃 = [0 ∶ 픠 − 픠13 ∶ 픠12 − 픠]Δ = [0 ∶ sinh
2(
풷
2
) ∶ − sinh2(
풸
2
)]Δ,
the harmonic conjugate of 퐴퐾̃ with respect to {퐵,퐶}, and
sinh2(휇([푃 , 퐴]+)) cosh
2(
풶
2
) = sinh(휇([푃 , 퐵]+)) sinh(휇([푃 , 퐶]+)).
FIGURE 5.
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2.4.3. It is easy to dualize these two theorems. We present euclidean limit versions of
these dualizations, see Figure 5:
2measure(∠+(퐵퐼푖퐶)) = measure(∠+(퐵[퐼푖]퐼푖퐶[퐼푖])), 푖 = 0, 1.
Between the angles 훼2, 훼3, 훿 in Figure 5, the following relationship applies:
sin2(훿) =
2 sin(훼2) sin(훼3)
1 − cos(훼2+훼3)
=
sin(훼2) sin(훼3)
sin2(
1
2
훼)
.
A spherical version of the following theorem together with a proof can be found in [24]
ch. IX.
2.4.4. A second Tangent-Secant Theorem. Let  be a nondegenerate circle with center푀
and radius 푟, and let 푃 be an anisotropic point. We introduce two sets of lines:
풮푃 ∶= {푙 | 푙 is line through P , intersecting the circle at two distinct anisotropic points }
풯푃 ∶= {푙 | 푙 is line through P touching  at an anisotropic point}.
Since there are at most two isotropic points on  , there are infinitely many lines in 풮푃 , and
if 푃 is a point on or outside the circle, then there is at least one line in풯푃 .
For each line 푙 in 풮푃 we define a number 퓅(푃 , 푙) as follows: If 푄 and 푅 are points of
intersection of 푙 and  , then
퓅(푃 , 푙) ∶= tanh
( 1
2
휇([푃 ,푄]+)
)
tanh
(1
2
휇([푃 ,푅]+)
)
= tanh
( 1
2
휇([푃 ,푄]−)
)
tanh
( 1
2
휇([푃 ,푅]−)
)
.
For a tangent 푙 ∈ 풯푃 with touchpoint 푇 we put
퓅(푃 , 푙) ∶=
(
tanh(
1
2
푑(푃 , 푇 ))
)2
.
The second Tangent-Secant Theorem states that for lines 푙1, 푙2 ∈ 풮푃 ∪풯푃 :
퓅(푃 , 푙1) = 퓅(푃 , 푙2).
Thus, there exists a number퓅(푃 ,) such that퓅(푃 ,) = 퓅(푃 , 푙) for all 푙 ∈ 풮푃 ∪풯푃 . This
number is called the power of the point 푃 with respect to the circle  .
This power can be calculated by
퓅(푃 ,) = tanh
( 1
2
(푑(푃 ,푀) + 푟)
)
tanh
(1
2
(푑(푃 ,푀) − 푟)
)
=
cosh(푑(푃 ,푀)) − cosh(푟)
cosh(푑(푃 ,푀)) + cosh(푟)
.
2.4.5. Radical lines of two circles. Let 1,2 be two nondegenerate circles with centers
푀1,푀2, 푑(푀1,푀2) ≠ 0, and radii 푟1, 푟2. We want to find out which anisotropic points
have the same power with respect to both circles.
First, we define a "modified power" of an anisotropic point 푃 with respect to a circle 
having center 푀 and radius 푟 by 퓅̃(푃 ,) ∶= cosh(푑(푃 ,푀))∕cosh(푟). In comparison to
퓅, this modified power is easier to handle, on the other hand, an anisotropic point 푃 has
the same power with respect to 1 and 2 precisely when 퓅̃(푃 ,1) = 퓅̃(푃 ,2).
We putℛ = ℛ(1,2) ∶= {푃 |푃 is anisotropic and 퓅̃(푃 ,1) = 퓅̃(푃 ,2)}. One recog-
nizes immediately that the point푀 ′ ∶= (푀1∨푀2)
훿 belongsℛ, as well as all anisotropic
points of intersection of the two circles. Moreover, whenever 푃 is a point inℛ, different
from푀 ′, then every other anisotropic point푄 on푀 ′∨푃 is also a point inℛ, because:
퓅̃(푄,1) = 퓅̃(푃 ,1)
cosh(
1
2
휋푖−푑(푄,푀 ′))
cosh(
1
2
휋푖−푑(푃 ,푀 ′))
= 퓅̃(푃 ,2)
cosh(
1
2
휋푖−푑(푄,푀 ′))
cosh(
1
2
휋푖−푑(푃 ,푀 ′))
= 퓅̃(푄,2).
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There are exactly two points inℛ ∩ (푀1 ∨푀2),
푃1 =
(
cosh(푑) cosh(푟2)− cosh(푟1)
)
푀1 +
(
cosh(푑) cosh(푟1)− cosh(푟2)
)
푀2
and 푃2 =
(
cosh(푑) cosh(푟2)+ cosh(푟1)
)
푀1 −
(
cosh(푑) cosh(푟1)+ cosh(푟2)
)
푀2,
with 푑 = 푑(푀1,푀2).
Thus,ℛ is the union of the lines 푙1 = 푃1 ∨푀
′ and 푙2 = 푃2 ∨푀
′. These lines are called
radical lines of the circles 1 and 2. The lines 푙1,푀
훿
1
, 푙
2
,푀 훿
2
form a harmonic pencil.
2.4.6. Radical centers of three circles. We draw a circle around each vertex of triangleΔ0,
around퐴 a circle 1 with radius 푟1, etc. Then there are exactly four radical centers, points
of equal powers with respect to the three circles. One of these points, 푅0, is a point inside
the triangle Δ0, with coordinates
푅0 = 푅0(푟1, 푟2, 푟3) = [cosh(푟1)픡11 + cosh(푟2)픡12 + cosh(푟3)픡13 ∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ.
The other three points 푅1, 푅2, 푅3 form the anticevian triple of 푅0 with respect to Δ
′. 푅1
has coordinates:
푅1 = [cosh(푟1)픡11− cosh(푟2)픡12−cosh(푟3)픡13 ∶
− cosh(푟1)픡21+ cosh(푟2)픡22− cosh(푟3)픡23 ∶− cosh(푟1)픡31− cosh(푟2)픡32+cosh(푟3)픡33]Δ.
A radical circle ̃푘 can be drawn around each point 푅푘; this circle meets the circles
1,2,3 orthogonally. The radius of ̃푘 is 푟̃푘 = 퓅̃(푅푘,1) = 퓅̃(푅푘,2) = 퓅̃(푅푘,3).
By taking special values for 푟1, 푟2, 푟3, we can find triangle centers of Δ0.
First, independently of the choice of the radii, we have lim
푡→0
푅0(푡 푟1, 푡 푟2, 푡 푟3) = 푂0.We also
get the circumcenter 푂0 as a result for 푅0 when we take 푟1 = 푟2 = 푟3.
If 푟1 =
1
2
(−풶 + 풷 + 풸), 푟2 =
1
2
(풶 − 풷 + 풸), 푟3 =
1
2
(풶 + 풷 − 풸), then 푅0 = 퐼0.
When we choose 푟1 = 풶, 푟2 = 풷, 푟3 = 풸, then 푅0 = 퐿 (deLongchamps point).
Remark: In the euclidean plane, when taking radii 푟1 = 푡풶, 푟2 = 푡풷, 푟3 = 푡풸, 푡 ∈ ℝ
≥0, one
gets points 푅0(푡) = [푡
2(풶2(−2풶2+풷2+풸2) + (풷2 − 풸2)2) +풶2(풶2−풷2−풸2) ∶ ⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ,
all lying on the Euler-line.
2.4.7. Centers of similitude of two circles. Given two nondegenerate circles 1,2 with
centers푀1,푀2, 푑(푀1,푀2) ≠ 0, and radii 푟1, 푟2, then there exist two points 퐿1, 퐿2 which
are the duals of the two radical lines of the duals of 1 and 2. These points are called
centers of similitude of 1,2, cf. [24].
These two centers lie on the line 푀1 ∨ 푀2, and 푀1, 퐿1,푀2, 퐿2 form a harmonic range.
If the two circles have common tangents, then each of these tangents passes either through
퐿1 or through 퐿2.
2.4.8. Dualizing 2.4.6. Given circles1,2,3with centers퐴,퐵, 퐶 and radii 푟1, 푟2, 푟3 (re-
spectively), then there exist six centers of similitude of these circles, taken in pairs. Three
of these are the vertices of the cevian triangle of the point 푇 = 푇 (푟1, 푟2, 푟3) = [1∕sinh(푟1) ∶
1∕sinh(푟2) ∶ 1∕sinh(푟3)]Δ, while the other three centers lie on the tripolar of 푇 .
For 푟1 = 푟2 = 푟3, we have 푇 = 퐺0. When we choose for the radii 푟1 = 풶, 푟2 =
풷, 푟3 = 풸, then the point 푇 is the isotomic conjugate of the incenter 퐼0, and for 푟1 =
1
2
(−풶+풷+풸), 푟2 =
1
2
(풶−풷+풸), 푟3 =
1
2
(풶+풷−풸) we get 푇 = 퐺푒0.
2.4.9. The excentral triangle and the extangents triangle. The triangle (퐼1퐼2퐼3)0 is called
the excentral triangle ofΔ0. The radical centers of the three excircles are the Spieker center
(see 2.3.3) together with its harmonic associates with respect to the dual 퐼 ′
1
퐼 ′
2
퐼 ′
3
of the triple
퐼1퐼2퐼3
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FIGURE 6. Illustration of 2.4.8.
This Figure and the following with the exception of Figure 12 show
the situation in the elliptic plane. An indication is the grey dotted cir-
cle. Since the absolute conic 푎푏푠 has no real points, this circle ̃ =
{(푥0∶푥1∶푥2)| 휌푥 20 = 푥 21 + 푥 22 } serves as a substitute for constructions.
The triple 퐼1퐼2퐼3 is perspective to the orthic triple Δ[퐻] at the perspector
[
√
픡11(픡23 − 픡31 − 픡12) ∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ = [sinh(훼)(cosh(훼) − cosh(훽) − cosh(훾)) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ,
a point with euclidean limit 푋46.
We introduce three points
퐸1∶= [−픡11(
√
픡22
√
픡33+픡23)∶
√
픡22(
√
픡11픡23+
√
픡33픡12)∶
√
픡33(
√
픡11픡23+
√
픡22픡31)]Δ,
= [− sinh(훼)(1+cosh(훼)) ∶ sinh(훽)(cosh(훼)+ cosh(훽)) ∶ sinh(훾)(cosh(훼)+ cosh(훾))]Δ,
퐸2 ∶= [
√
픡11(
√
픡33픡12+
√
픡22픡31)∶−픡22(
√
픡33
√
픡11+픡31)∶
√
픡33(
√
픡11픡23+
√
픡22픡31)]Δ,
퐸3 ∶= [
√
픡11(
√
픡33픡12+
√
픡22픡31)∶
√
픡22(
√
픡11픡23+
√
픡33픡12)∶−픡33(
√
픡11
√
픡22+픡12)]Δ.
These points are the vertices of the extangents triangle ofΔ0, a trianglewith following prop-
erties:
∙ The sideline퐸푗∨퐸푘 of this triangle is a tangent of the excirclesℐ푗 andℐ푘, 1 ≤ 푗 < 푘 ≤ 3.
∙ It has the Bevan point 퐵푒 (s.2.3.3 ) as its incenter.
The triple 퐸1퐸2퐸3 is perspective to Δ at perspector
[
√
픡11(
√
픡22픡31 +
√
픡33픡12) ∶
√
픡22(
√
픡33픡12 +
√
픡11픡23) ∶
√
픡33(
√
픡11픡23 +
√
픡22픡31)]Δ
= [sinh(훼)(cosh(훽)+cosh(훾)) ∶ sinh(훽)(cosh(훾)+cosh(훼)) ∶ sinh(훾)(cosh(훼)+cosh(훽))]Δ.
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This point is the isogonal conjugate of the pseudo- Schiffler point (see 2.3.3) and has
euclidean limit 푋65, but in contrast to the euclidean case this perspector differs from the
orthocenter of the intouch triangle.
The triple퐸1퐸2퐸3 is also perspective to the orthic tripleΔ[퐻], the perspector is theClawson
point
[
√
픡11픡31픡12(
√
픡22
√
픡33+픡23)(
√
픡11
√
픡22
√
픡33−
√
픡11픡23+
√
픡22픡31+
√
픡33픡12) ∶⋯ ∶
⋯]Δ = [tanh(훼) cosh
2(
훼
2
)(cosh2(
훼
2
) − cosh2(
훽
2
) − cosh2(
훾
2
) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ
with euclidean limit 푋19.
2.5. Orthology, pedal-cevian points and cevian-pedal points.
2.5.1. Orthologic triples. A point-triple 푃푄푅, 푃 ≠ 퐴′, 푄 ≠ 퐵′, 푅 ≠ 퐶 ′, is orthologic to
the triple Δ = 퐴퐵퐶 if the lines 푃 ∨ 퐴′, 푄 ∨ 퐵′, 푅 ∨ 퐶 ′ concur at some point 푆, which is
then called the center of this orthology.
If 푃푄푅 is orthologic toΔ, thenΔ is orthologic to 푃푄푅; the lines perp(푄∨푅,퐴), perp(푅∨
푃 , 퐵), perp(푃 ∨푄,퐶)meet at some point 푇 .
Outline of a proof : If 푃푄푅 is orthologic to Δ with center 푆 = [푠1∶푠2∶푠2]Δ, then there
exist real numbers 푥, 푦, 푧 such that
푃 = [푠1 + 푥 푑11 ∶ 푠2 + 푥 푑12 ∶ 푠3 + 푥 푑31]Δ,
푄 = [푠1 + 푦 푑12 ∶ 푠2 + 푦 푑22 ∶ 푠3 + 푦 푑23]Δ,
푅 = [푠1 + 푧 푑31 ∶ 푠2 + 푧 푑23 ∶ 푠3 + 푧 푑33]Δ.
Define vectors 풑, 풒, 풓 by 풑 = (푠1+푥 푑11, 푠2+푥 푑12, 푠3+푥 푑31), 풒 = (푠1+푥 푑12, 푠2+푥 푑22,
푠3+푥 푑23), 풓 = (푠1+푧 푑31, 푠2+푧 푑23, 푠3+푧 푑33), then ((풒 × 풓)퐷) × 퐴, ((풓 × 풑)퐷) × 퐵,
((풑×풒)퐷) × 퐶 forma linear dependent system (useCAS to check). The lines perp(푄∨푅,퐴),
perp(푅∨푃 , 퐵), perp(푃∨푄,퐶)meet at the point 푇 = [1∕푥, 1∕푦, 1∕푧]Δ. □
Remark: In euclidean geometry, the coordinates of 푆 with respect to the triple 푃푄푅 are the
same as the coordinates of 푇 with respect toΔ (cf.[2]). This is not true in elliptic/hyperbolic
geometry. On the other hand, still applies the
Addition: If 푃 =퐴[푆], 푄=퐵[푆], 푅=퐶[푆] form the pedal triple of 푆, then 푇 is the isogonal
conjugate of 푆.
2.5.2. Pedal-cevian points and the Darboux cubic. A point 푃 is a pedal-cevian point of Δ
if its pedal triple Δ[푃 ] is perspective to Δ; the perspector we call cevian companion of 푃 .
A point 푃 = [푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ is a pedal-cevian point precisely when its coordinates satisfy the
cubic equation∑
푗=1,2,3
(픡푗푗픡푗+1,푖+2 + 픡푗,푗+1픡푗+2,푗)푝푗(픡푗+1,푗+1푝
2
푗+2
− 픡
푗+2,푗+2
푝 2
푖+1
) = 0.
As in the euclidean case, this cubic is a self-isogonal cubic with pivot point퐿. On this cubic
- we call itDarboux cubic as its euclidean limit - lie the points푂푘, 퐼푘(푘 = 0, 1, 2, 3), 푂
+, 퐻 ,
퐿, 퐵푒 and their isogonal conjugates. The cevian companions of 푂푘, 퐼푘, 푂
+, 퐻, 퐵푒, 퐿 are
퐺푘, 퐺푒푘, 퐺
+, 퐻 , 푁푎 and the isotomic conjugate of 퐻 , respectively. The points 퐴′, 퐵′, 퐶 ′
are also lying on the Darboux cubic. Their cevian companions are [− 픠 ∶1∕픠12 ∶ 1∕픠31]Δ,
[ 1∕픠12 ∶ − 픠 ∶ 1∕픠32]Δ, [ 1∕픠31 ∶ 1∕픠23 ∶ − 픠]Δ, respectively. These three points form a
triple which is perspective to Δ at 퐺+.
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2.5.3. Cevian-pedal points and the Lucas cubic. A point 푃 is a cevian-pedal point of Δ if
its cevian triple Δ푄 is perspective to Δ
′; the perspector we call the pedal companion of 푄.
The cevian-pedal points 푃 = [푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ form a cubic with the equation∑
푗=1,2,3
픡푗+1,푗+2푝푗(푝
2
푗+2
− 푝 2
푗+1
) = 0.
This cubic, we call it Lucas cubic, is a self-isotomic pivotal cubic; the pivot is the isotomic
conjugate of 퐻 . On this cubic lie the points 퐺푘, 퐺푒푘, 푁푎푘(푘 = 0, 1, 2, 3), 퐺
+, 퐻, 퐿 and
their isotomic conjugates. The pedal companion of 퐿 is
[픡11(2픡22픡33픡31픡12 + 픡23(−픡11픡
2
23
+ 픡
22
픡
2
31
+ 픡
33
픡
2
12
+ 픡11픡22픡33)) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ
This is another point on the Darboux conic; it has euclidean limit 푋1498.
2.5.4. The Darboux cubic and the Lucas conic ofΔ′. The pedal-cevian points of Δ are the
cevian-pedal points ofΔ′ and vice versa. Therefore, the Darboux cubic and the Lucas cubic
of Δ are the Lucas cubic and the Darboux cubic of Δ′, respectively.
2.5.5. The Thomson cubic. In euclidean geometry, the Thomson cubic is the locus of per-
spectors of circumconics such that the normals at the vertices 퐴,퐵, 퐶 meet at one point.
An equation of the elliptic/hyperbolic analog is∑
푗=1,2,3
(픡푗,푗픡푗+1,푗+2 − 픡푗,푗+1픡푗+2,푗)푝푗(픡푗+2,푗+2푝
2
푗+1
− 픡푗+1,푗+1푝
2
푗+2
) = 0. (⋆)
This cubic is an isogonal cubic with pivot 퐺+. Besides the vertices of Δ and the point 퐺+,
it passes through the points퐻,푂+ and 퐼푘, 퐾̃푘, 퐺̃푘, 푘 = 0, 1, 2, 3.
In the above definition of the Thomson cubic, the word "perspectors" may be replaced
by "centers" without changing the euclidean curve, see [8]. But this is not the case in
elliptic and hyperbolic geometry; here we get a different curve of higher degree. A center
[푧1∶푧2∶푧3]Δ of a circumconic belongs to this curve precisely when the coordinates of the
corresponding perspector [푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ,
푝푗 = 푧푗
(
푧 2푗 (픡푗+1,푗+1픡푗+2,푗+2 − 픡
2
푗+1,푗+2
) − 푧 2
푗+1
(픡푗+2,푗+2픡푗,푗 − 픡
2
푗,푗+1
)
−푧 2
푗+2
(픡푗,푗픡푗+1,푗+1 − 픡
2
푗+2,푗
) + 2푧푗+1푧푗+2(픡푗+1,푗+2픡푗,푗 − 픡푗+2,푗픡푗,푗+1)
)
,
satisfy the equation (⋆). Points on this curve are: 퐻 and 퐼푘, 푂푘, 푘 = 0,⋯ , 3.
2.6. Conway’s circle, Kiepert perspectors, Hofstadter points, and related objects.
2.6.1. For all real numbers푥, 푦, 푧 define the points푃푎(푥), 푄푎(푥), 푃푏(푦), 푄푏(푦), 푃푐(푧),푄푐(푧)
by
푃푎(푥) = [0∶푥∶1]Δ, 푃푏(푦) = [1∶0∶푦]Δ, 푃푐(푧) = [푧∶1∶0]Δ,
푄푎(푥) = [0∶1∶푥]Δ, 푄푏(푦) = [푦∶0∶1]Δ, 푄푐(푧) = [1∶푧∶0]Δ.
These six points lie on the conic
{[푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ| 푝21 + 푝22 + 푝23 − (푥 + 1푥 )푝2푝3 − (푦 + 1푦 )푝3푝1 − (푧 + 1푧 )푝1푝2 = 0}.
The points 푃푎, 푃푏, 푃푐 are collinear precisely when 푥푦푧 = −1.
Put
푋 = 푋(푥, 푦, 푧) = (푄푐(푧) ∨ 푃푎(푥)) ∧ (푄푎(푥) ∨ 푃푏(푦)),
푌 = (푄푎(푥) ∨ 푃푏(푦)) ∧ (푄푏(푦) ∨ 푃푐(푧)), 푍 = (푄푏(푦) ∨ 푃푐(푧)) ∧ (푄푐(푧) ∨ 푃푎(푥)).
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FIGURE 7. Illustration of 2.6.1
The triple 푋푌푍 is perspective to Δ at 푅(푥, 푦, 푧) = [
1
푥 + 푦푧
,
1
푦 + 푧푥
,
1
푧 + 푥푦
]Δ.
If 푥푦푧 ≠ 0, then 푅(푥, 푦, 푧) = 푅(1∕푥, 1∕푦, 1∕푧).
Put
푋′ = (푄푏(푦) ∨ 푃푐(푧)) ∧ 푎,
푌 ′ = (푄푐(푧) ∨ 푃푎(푥)) ∧ 푏, 푍
′ = (푄푎(푥) ∨ 푃푏(푦)) ∧ 푐.
The points 푋′, 푌 ′, 푍′ are collinear on the tripolar line of [푥, 푦, 푧]Δ.
Put
푋′′ = (푄푐(푧) ∨ 푃푏(푦)) ∧ 푎,
푌 ′′ = (푄푎(푥) ∨ 푃푐(푧)) ∧ 푏, 푍
′′ = (푄푏(푦) ∨ 푃푎(푥)) ∧ 푐.
The points 푋′′, 푌 ′′, 푍′′ are collinear on the tripolar line of [푦푧, 푧푥, 푥푦]Δ.
Special cases:
∙ If 푥 = 푦 = 푧, then 푅 = 퐺 and 푋′, 푌 ′, 푍′, 푋′′, 푌 ′′, 푍′′ lie on the tripolar of 퐺.
∙ Assume
푦 =
√
픡22√
픡11
푥 +
픡23
√
픡11 − 픡31
√
픡22√
픡11(픡12 −
√
픡11
√
픡22)
and 푧 =
√
픡33√
픡11
푥 +
픡23
√
픡11 − 픡12
√
픡33√
픡11(픡31 −
√
픡11
√
픡33)
.
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In this case, 푑(푃푎(푥), 퐵) = 푑(푃푏(푦), 퐶) = 푑(푃푐(푧), 퐴) and:
- The points 푅(푥, 푦, 푧), 푥 ∈ ℝ, lie on a circumconic of Δ through 퐼 , 퐺푒 and푁푎.
- For all 푥, the tripolar of [푦푧, 푧푥, 푥푦]Δ passes through the point (퐼 ∨ 퐺푒)
훿.
∙ Assume
0 < 푘 < 1 and 푥 =
sinh((1 − 푘)풶)
sinh(푘풶)
, 푦 =
sinh((1 − 푘)풷)
sinh(푘풷)
, 푧 =
sinh((1 − 푘)풸)
sinh(푘풸)
.
In this case, we get lim
푘→0
푅(푥, 푦, 푧) = lim
푘→1
푅(푥, 푦, 푧) = [
sinh(풶)
풶
∶
sinh(풷)
풷
∶
sinh(풸)
풸
]Δ.
2.6.2. The Conway circle. Reflect 퐵 in 퐼1∨퐶 and reflect the mirror image in 퐵퐺 to get the
point [픡23
√
픡11 + 픡31
√
픡22 ∶ 0 ∶
√
픡11(픡12 +
√
픡11
√
픡22)]Δ, denoted by 푅23. Reflect
퐶 in 퐼1 ∨ 퐵 and this point in 퐶퐺 to get the point 푅32 = [
√
픡11(픡31 +
√
픡33
√
픡11) ∶
픡23
√
픡11+픡12
√
픡33 ∶ 0]Δ.Both,푅23 and푅32, have distance풶 from퐴. Construct likewise
the points 푅31, 푅13 with distance 풷 from 퐵, and 푅12, 푅21 with distance 풸 from 퐶 . The six
points푅12, 푅21, 푅23, 푅32, 푅31, 푅13 lie on a circle with center 퐼 . The radius 푟퐶표푛푤푎푦 of this
circle can be calculated by
cosh(푟퐶표푛푤푎푦) = cosh(푠) cosh(푟) with 푠 =
1
2
(풶 + 풷 + 풸) = semiperimeter of Δ0
and 푟 = 푑(퐼, 퐴[퐼]) = radius of the incircleℐ0.
Proof : By reflecting푅23 in the line 퐼 ∨퐴 we get푅32, and therefore 푑(퐼, 푅23) = 푑(퐼, 푅32).
Accordingly, we have 푑(퐼, 푅31) = 푑(퐼, 푅13) and 푑(퐼, 푅12) = 푑(퐼, 푅21).
The distance between 퐴 and 푅31 is 풷+풸 and agrees with the distance between퐴 and 푅21.
By reflecting 푅31 in the line 퐼 ∨ 퐴 we get 푅21, thus 푑(퐼, 푅31) = 푑(퐼, 푅21). In the same
way, we get 푑(퐼, 푅12) = 푑(퐼, 푅32) and 푑(퐼, 푅13) = 푑(퐼, 푅23).
By reflecting푅13 in the line 퐼∨퐴[퐼]weget푅12. Therefore,퐴[퐼] is amidpoint of {푅13, 푅12}.
The radius 푟퐶표푛푤푎푦 can be calculated by applying the elliptic resp. hyperbolic version of
Pythagoras’ theorem. □
The three points (푅23 ∨푅32) ∧ 푎, (푅31 ∨푅13) ∧ 푏, (푅12 ∨푅21) ∧ 푐 are collinear on a line
with the equation∑
푗=1,2,3
(픡푗,푗+1
√
픡푗+2,푗+2 + 픡푗+2,푗
√
픡푗+1,푗+1)(픡푗+1,푗+2 −
√
픡푗+1,푗+1
√
픡푗+2,푗+2)푥푗 = 0 .
The euclidean limit of this line is the tripolar of 푋86.
2.6.3. A dual of Conway’s circle theorem. Let 푄1, 푄2, 푄3 be the apices of isosceles trian-
gles, erected outwardly on the sides 푎, 푏, 푐 ofΔ0 with base angles 훼, 훽, 훾 , respectively. Then
there exists a circle with center푂 which touches the lines퐴∨푄2, 퐴∨푄3, 퐵 ∨푄3, 퐵 ∨푄1,
퐶 ∨푄1, 퐶 ∨푄2, see Figure 8. The euclidean limit of this circle is the circumcircle of Δ0.
Instead of base angles 훼, 훽, 훾 , we can also take base angles 휋푖−훽−훾, 휋푖−훾−훼, 휋푖−훼−훽
to get the same touching circle.
The triple 푄1푄2푄3 is perspective to Δ at a point with euclidean limit 푋6.
2.6.4. Dualizing 2.6.1. Let 푥, 푦, 푧 be real numbers, and define the points 푃1, 푃2, 푃3 by
푃1 = [푦푧
√
픡11∶푦
√
픡22∶푧
√
픡33]Δ,
푃2 = [푥
√
픡11∶푧푥
√
픡22∶푧
√
픡33]Δ, 푃3 = [푥
√
픡11∶푦
√
픡22∶푥푦
√
픡33]Δ.
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FIGURE 8. A description of the red circle is given in 2.6.3.
Then:
휇(∠+퐵퐴푃3) = 휇(∠+퐶퐴푃2), 휇(∠+퐶퐵푃1) = 휇(∠+퐴퐵푃3), 휇(∠+퐵퐶푃1) = 휇(∠+퐴퐶푃2).
The triple 푃1푃2푃3 is perspective to Δ at the point 푅(푥, 푦, 푧) = [푥
√
픡11, 푦
√
픡22, 푧
√
픡33]Δ.
Put푄1 = (푃3 ∨퐵) ∧ (푃2 ∨퐶), 푄2 = (푃1 ∨ 푐) ∧ (푃3 ∨퐴), 푄3 = (푃2 ∨퐴) ∧ (푃1 ∨퐵). The
triple푄1푄2푄3 is perspective to Δ at the isogonal conjugate of 푅(푥, 푦, 푧).
Special cases:
∙ If 푥 = 푦 = 푧 = 1, then 푅 = 퐼 .
∙ Assume
푦 =
√
픡11
√
픡33√
픡22
√
픡33 + 푥(픡31 − 픡23)
and 푧 =
√
픡11
√
픡22√
픡22
√
픡33 + 푥(픡12 − 픡23)
.
In this case, the points 푃1, 푃2, 푃3 are the apices of isosceles triangles, erected on the sides
푎, 푏, 푐 of Δ0 (either all inwardly or all outwardly) with base angles which have all the same
measure.
The points 푅(푥, 푦, 푧), 푥 ∈ ℝ, are called Kiepert perspectors; they lie on the conic{
[푝1, 푝2, 푝3]Δ | ∑
푗=1,2,3
(픡푗+2,푗 − 픡푗,푗+1)푝푗+1푝푗+2 = 0
}
,
which is a circumconic of Δ through 퐺 and 퐻 . The euclidean limit of this conic is the
Kiepert hyperbola.
The isogonal conjugates of the Kiepert perspectors lie on the line through 퐾 (= iso-
gonal conjugate of 퐺) and 푂+ (= isogonal conjugate of퐻). This line also passes through
the triangle centers 푂, 퐾̃, 퐾̃⋆. The tripole of 푂 ∨퐾 is a point on the circumcircle풞0 with
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euclidean limit 푋110.
∙ Let 푘 be a real number, different from 0 and 1, and assume
푥 =
sinh(푘훼)
sinh((1 − 푘)훼)
, 푦 =
sinh(푘훽)
sinh((1 − 푘)훽)
, 푧 =
sinh(푘훾)
sinh((1 − 푘)훾)
.
In this case, we call the point푅(푥, 푦, 푧)Hofstadter k-point, according to the euclidean case.
The isogonal conjugate of the Hofstadter k-point is the Hofstadter (1-k)-point. Here are
some examples of Hofstadter points: The 1
2
-point is 퐼 , the (-1)-point퐻 and the 2-point is
푂+. The limes of the k-point, as k approaches zero, is [훼∶훽∶훾]Δ.
2.7. The Lemoine conic, the Lemoine axis and Tucker circles.
2.7.1. Lemma. Let 푃 = [푝1 ∶ 푝2 ∶ 푝3]Δ be a point not on a sideline of Δ, and let 퓁 =
{[푥1 ∶ 푥2 ∶ 푥3]Δ| 푞1푥1 + 푞2푥2 + 푞3푥3 = 0} be a line that does not contain any vertex of
Δ. Put 푃11 ∶= 퓁 ∧ 푎, 푃12 ∶= (푃11 ∨ 푃 ) ∧ 푏, 푃13 ∶= (푃11 ∨ 푃 ) ∧ 푐, and define the points
푃22, 푃23, 푃21, 푃33, 푃31, 푃32 accordingly.
The points 푃12, 푃13, 푃21, 푃23, 푃31, 푃32 lie on the conic{
[푥1∶푥2∶푥3]Δ| ∑
푗=1,2,3
(푞푗(푝푗+1푞푗+1 + 푝푗+2푞푗+2)
푝푗
푥2푗
−
푝푗푞푗 (푝푗푞푗 + 푝푗+1푞푗+1 + 푝푗+2푞푗+2) + 2푝푗+1푞푗+1푝푗+2푞푗+2
푝푗+1푝푗+2
푥푗+1푥푗+2
)
= 0
}
.
We call this conic the conic associated with the pair (푃 ,퓁). Its perspector is
[
푝1
(2푝1푞1(푝2푞2 + 푝3푞3) + 푝2푝3푞2푞3)
∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ.
Examples:
∙ The perspector of the conic associated with (푃 , 푃 휏 ) is the point 푃 .
∙ The conic associated with (퐾̃, 퐾̃훿) is the Lemoine conic which is described in [5]; its
euclidean limit is the First Lemoine circle. The line 푂 ∨ 퐾 (= 푂 ∨ 퐾̃) is a symmetry axis
of this conic.
∙ The conic associated with 퐺 and퐻훿 is a conic with perspector
[1∕(픠23 + 2픠31 + 2픠12) ∶ 1∕(2픠23 + 픠31 + 2픠12) ∶ 1∕(2픠23 + 2픠31 + 픠12)]Δ.
∙ The conic associated with incenter 퐼 and the orthotransversal of 퐼 has 퐼 as a symmetry
point and a perspector with euclidean limit 푋10390.
∙ In euclidean geometry, the conic associated with the Lemoine point 퐾 and the line at
infinity is the First Lemoine circle; the Second Lemoine circle is associated with퐾 and the
tripolar of 푋25.
2.7.2. The Lemoine axis and the apollonian circles. The tripolar of the Lemoine point 퐾̃
is called Lemoine axis. This axis is perpendicular to the line 푂 ∨ 퐾 (= 푂+ ∨ 퐾̃). Let
퐿1, 퐿2, 퐿3 be the intersection points of the Lemoine axis with the sidelines 푎, 푏, 푐, respec-
tively. The circle 풞(퐿1, 퐴) with center 퐿1 through vertex 퐴 meets the circumcircle 풞0
perpendicularly. Mutatis mutandis, this is also true for the circles풞(퐿2, 퐵),풞(퐿3, 퐶). We
will call these circles apollonian circles, as they are called in the euclidean case. There are
two points, 퐽+ and 퐽+,
퐽± = [(픠23 − 픠)( 픠+ 픠23 − 픠31 − 픠12 ±
√
1
3
| det(ℭ)| ) ∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ,
on the line 푂 ∨ 퐾 at which all three apollonian circles meet; their euclidean limits are the
isodynamic points. The points 퐾̃⋆ and 퐾̃휏 ∧ (퐾 ∨ 푂) are the midpoints of 퐽− and 퐽+, and
퐽−, 푂, 퐽+, 퐾̃ form a harmonic range.
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Remark: An elliptic/hyperbolic version of Apollonius’ Theorem (see [24] ch. VIII for the
elliptic/spherical version together with its proof) states that
풞(퐿1, 퐴) =
{
푃 | sinh( 12휇([푃 , 퐵]+))
sinh(
1
2
휇([푃 , 퐶]+)
=
sinh(
1
2
풸)
sinh(
1
2
풷)
}
.
2.7.3. Tucker hexagons and Tucker circles. Let 푃1푄2푃3푄1푃2 푄3푃1 be a closed polygonal
chain with vertices on the sidelines of Δ0, 푃1, 푄1 on 푎, 푃2, 푄2 on 푏, 푃3, 푄3 on 푐, and
assume that none of these points is a vertex of Δ. In euclidean geometry, the polygon
푃1푄2푃3푄1푃2푄3 is called a Tucker hexagon ofΔ0, if its line segments are alternately paral-
lel / antiparallel to the sidelines of Δ, 푃1푄2 parallel (or antiparallel) to 푐, 푄2푃3 antiparallel
(parallel) to 푎, etc. The vertices of a Tucker hexagon are always concyclic and the corre-
sponding circle is called a Tucker circle.
We will show that Tucker hexagons and Tucker circles also exist in the elliptic and in
the hyperbolic plane.
The concept of antiparallelism of lines with respect to an angle can be transferred from
euclidean geometry to elliptic and to hyperbolic geometry. Let us explain this for the angle
∠+퐵퐴퐶 of the triangle Δ0. (See Akopyan [1] for a more detailed description).
Given two lines 푔, ℎ such that #{푏, 푐, 푔, ℎ} = 4, then 푔 is antiparallel to ℎ with respect to
∠+퐵퐴퐶 iff one of the following two conditions holds:
condition 1: 푔 ∧ ℎ = 퐴 and ℎ is the mirror-image of 푔 in the angle-bisector 퐴 ∨ 퐼0 of
∠+퐵퐴퐶 .
condition 2: Define 푃1∶= 푏∧ 푔, 푃2∶= 푔 ∧ 푐, 푃3∶= 푐 ∧ℎ, 푃4∶= ℎ∧ 푏. #{푃1, 푃2, 푃3, 푃4} ≥ 3,
and the segments [푃1, 푃2]+, [푃2, 푃3]+, [푃3, 푃4]+, [푃4, 푃1]+ are cords of a circle. (We recall
that a cord of a circle is a closed segment whose boundary points lie on the circle and whose
inner points lie inside the circle.)
It can be easily verified that, if 퐴 is neither a point on 푔 nor on ℎ, then 푔 is antiparallel to ℎ
with respect to∠+퐵퐴퐶 preciselywhen휇(∠+(푃1푃2퐴))−휇(∠+(푃2푃1퐴)) = 휇(∠+(푃3푃4퐴))−
휇(∠+(푃4푃3퐴)).
Now we define parallelism between lines with respect to the angle ∠+퐵퐴퐶 : Two lines
푔, ℎ are parallel with respect to ∠+퐵퐴퐶 precisely when the mirror image of ℎ in the angle
bisector 퐴 ∨ 퐼0 is antiparallel to 푔.
Choose a point 푃1 on 푎, different from 퐵 and 퐶 , and construct successively points 푄2
on 푏, 푃3 on 푐, 푄1 on 푎, 푃2 on 푏 and 푄3 on 푐 such that 푃1 ∨ 푄2 is parallel to 푐, 푄2 ∨ 푃3
antiparallel to 푎, 푃3∨푄1 parallel to 푏,푄1∨푃2 antiparallel to 푐, 푃2 ∨푄3 parallel to 푎. Then,
푄3 ∨ 푃1 is antiparallel to 푏 and the points 푃1,⋯ , 푄3 are concyclic.
Proof : Since 푃1∨푄2 is parallel to 푐,푄2∨푃3 antiparallel to 푎, and 푃3∨푄1 parallel to 푏, we
have the equations 훼−훽 = 휀−훿, 훽−훾 = 휁−휂, 훾−훼 = 휃−휄, see Figure 9. We can prove that
the four points 푃1, 푄2, 푃3, 푄1 are concyclic on a circle  by showing 휅 − 휆 = 휃 − 훿 (⋆).
Proof of (⋆) ∶ 휅 − 휆 = (휋푖 − 휀 − 휁) − (휋푖 − 휂 − 휄)
= (휂 − 휁) + 휄 − 휀
= (훾 − 훽) + (휃 + 훼 − 훾) − (훿 + 훼 − 훽)
= 휃 − 훿
푄1 ∨ 푃2 is antiparallel to 푃1 ∨푄2 and to c precisely when 푃2 is a point on , concyclic
with 푃1, 푄2, 푄1. 푃2 ∨ 푄3 is antiparallel to 푄2 ∨ 푃3 and therefore parallel to 푎 precisely
when 푄3 is a point on , concyclic with 푃1, 푄1, 푃2. The point 푄3 is a point on , to-
gether with 푃1, 푄1, 푃3. Therefore,푄3 ∨푃1 is antiparallel to 푃3 ∨푄1 and to 푏. The polygon
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FIGURE 9. A Tucker hexagon and its circle.
푃1푄2푃3푄1푃2푄3 is a Tucker hexagon of Δ0; its vertices are concyclic. □
Starting from푄3 = [푞31∶1∶0]Δ, we calculate the coordinates of the other vertices of the
Tucker hexagon. We get, for example,
푃1 = [0∶1∶푝13]Δ, 푝13 =
푞31(푠 − 픠12)
푠 − 픠23
,
푠 =
√
픠
√
(푞31, 1, 0) [ℭ](푞31, 1, 0) − 픠푞31
=
√
픠
√
픠(푞 2
31
+ 1) + 2픠12푞31 − 픠 푞31,
푃2 = [푝21∶0∶1]Δ, 푝21 =
(푠 − 픠)(푠 (픠31 − 픠) + 픠 (2픠12 − 픠31) − 1)
2픠 (픠− 픠12)(푠 − 픠12)
.
The center 푇 of the Tucker circle can be calculated by 푇 = ((푃1 −푄3) ∨ (푃2 −푄3))
훿. By
using CAS, it can be verified that 푇 lies on the line 푂 ∨퐾 (= 푂 ∨ 퐾̃). The coordinates of
푇 can then be expressed by
푇 = [(픠−픠23)(픠+픠23−픠31−픠12+ 푡)∶(픠−픠31)(픠+픠31−픠12−픠23+ 푡)∶(픠−픠12)(픠+픠12−픠23−픠31+ 푡)]Δ
with
푡 =
(2픠12픠23픠31 − 픠 (픠
2
12
+픠 2
23
+픠 2
31
−1))((푝13+1) 푟31 − (푞31+1)푟13)
푟31 푠13 + 푟13 푠31
,
푟31 =
√
픠(푞 2
31
+1) + 2픠12푞31, 푟13 =
√
픠(푝 2
13
+ 1) + 2픠23푝13,
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푠31 = 푞31(픠(픠12−픠23+픠31) − 2픠12픠31+1) + 픠(픠12+픠23−픠31) − 2픠12픠23+1 ,
푠13 = 푝13(픠(픠12−픠23−픠31) + 2픠23픠31−1) − 픠(픠12+픠23−픠31) + 2픠12픠23−1 .
Constructions with GeoGebra show that the perspector of the Tucker circle is, in general,
not a point on the line 푂 ∨ 퐾̃ .
Define the points 푅1, 푅2, 푅3, 푇1, 푇2, 푇3 by
푅1 = (푃1 ∨푄2) ∧ (푄1 ∨ 푃3), 푅2 = (푃2 ∨푄3) ∧ (푄2 ∨ 푃1), 푅3 = (푃3 ∨푄1) ∧ (푄3 ∨ 푃2),
푇1 = (푃1 ∨푄3) ∧ (푄1 ∨ 푃2), 푇2 = (푃2 ∨푄1) ∧ (푄2 ∨ 푃3), 푇3 = (푃3 ∨푄2) ∧ (푄3 ∨ 푃1).
The triples푅1푅2푅3 and푇1푇2푇3 are both perspective toΔ, the perspector being the Lemoine
point 퐾̃ . This can be shown by calculations with the help of CAS.
Constructions indicate: The points 푎∧(푃2∨푄3), 푏∧(푃3∨푄1), 푐∧(푃1∨푄2) are collinear
on a line which we name 푔, and the points 푎 ∧ (푄2 ∨ 푃3), 푏 ∧ (푄3 ∨ 푃1), 푐 ∧ (푄1 ∨ 푃2) are
collinear on a line 푟. The lines 푔 and 푟 meet at a point on the dual of 푇 .
Let 푙1, 푙2, 푙3 be three lines passing through 퐾̃ and parallel to 푎, 푏, 푐with respect to∠+퐵퐴퐶 ,
∠+퐶퐵퐴, ∠+퐴퐶퐵, respectively. The six points 푙1 ∧ 푏, 푙1 ∧ 푐, 푙2 ∧ 푐, 푙2 ∧ 푎, 푙3 ∧ 푎, 푙3 ∧ 푏 lie
on a circle, the 1푠푡 Lemoine circle. The point푄3 = 푙1 ∧ 푐 has coordinates
[푞31∶1∶0]Δ = [
(픠12 − 픠23)(픠 (픠12 + 픠23 − 픠31) + 휎
√
푐 − 1) + 2(1 − 픠12픠23)(픠 − 픠23)
4(1 − 픠12픠23)(픠− 픠31)
∶1∶0]Δ,
휎 =
√
픠
(
픠
2
12
+픠 2
23
+픠 2
31
− 2(픠12픠23+픠23픠31+픠31픠12) + 5
)
+ 4픠12픠23픠31 − 2(픠12+픠23+픠31).
Constructions indicate: The first Lemoine circle is the conic associated with (퐾̃, 푔), where
FIGURE 10. The 3푟푑 Lemoine circle (blue)
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FIGURE 11. The Apollonius circle (light blue). The smaller blue circle is
the Hart-Feuerbach circle which touches the (brown) excircles externally.
The Spieker center is the radical center of the excircles.
푔 is the line described above.
Let 푙1, 푙2, 푙3 be three lines passing through 퐾̃ and antiparallel to 푎, 푏, 푐, respectively. The
six points 푙1 ∧ 푏, 푙1 ∧ 푐, 푙2 ∧ 푐, 푙2 ∧ 푎, 푙3 ∧ 푎, 푙3 ∧ 푏 lie on a circle, the 2
푛푑Lemoine circle.The
point푄3 = 푙2 ∧ 푐 has coordinates
[푞31∶1∶0]Δ = [
(픠12 − 픠23)(픠 (픠12 + 픠23 − 픠31) + 휎
√
푐 − 1) + 2(1 − 픠12픠23)(픠 − 픠31)
픠
2
31
(픠 + 픠12) − 2(픠 픠23픠31) − 픠23 + 픠31) + 픠 − 픠12
∶1∶0]Δ,
휎 as above.
Constructions indicate: The second Lemoine circle is the conic associated with (퐾̃, 푟).
Let 푄2 and 푃3 be the second intersections of the circumcircle of the triangle (퐵퐾̃퐶)0
with the sidelines 푏 and 푐, respectively. Define the points 푄3, 푃1 and 푄1, 푃2 likewise. The
hexagon 푃1푄2푃3푄1푃2푄3 is a Tucker hexagon. The associated Tucker circle is the 3
푟푑
Lemoine circle. See Figure 10. We do not present the coordinates of 푄3, they are very
complicated.
In euclidean geometry, a circle which internally touches the three excircles of a trian-
gle is called the Apollonius circle of this triangle. Grinberg and Yiu [9] showed that this
Apollonius circle is a Tucker circle. As constructions indicate, this seems to be true also in
elliptic and in hyperbolic geometry, see Figure 11.
2.7.4. Dualizing Tucker hexagons and Tucker circles. We can easily formulate a definition
of parallelism and antiparallelism of points 푃 ,푄 with respect to a segment which is dual to
the definition of parallelism and antiparallelism of lines with respect to an angle. (We use
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FIGURE 12. A triangle in the euclidean plane with duals of a Tucker
hexagon and a Tucker circle.
the names "parallelism/antiparallelism", even though they do not fit well.)
A dual version of a Tucker hexagon and a Tucker circle is shown in Figure 12.
2.8. Pseudoparallels of the sidelines and their duals.
2.8.1. Lemma / part 1. Let 푄 = [푞1∶푞2∶푞3]Δ be a point not on a sideline of Δ, and let
푄1, 푄2, 푄3 be the intersections of the tripolar 푄
휏 with the sidelines 푎, 푏, 푐, respectively.
Let 푅1, 푅2, 푅3 be any points in  , with coordinates 푅푘 = [푟푘,1∶푟푘,2, ∶푟푘,3]Δ, 푘 = 1, 2, 3.
Define three lines 퓁1,퓁2,퓁3 by 퓁푘 = 푅푘 ∨푄푘.
Then: The points 퓁2 ∧ 퓁3,퓁3 ∧ 퓁1,퓁1 ∧ 퓁2 form a triple perspective to Δ. The perspector is
the point
푃 = [
푟11
푟̃1
∶
푟22
푟̃2
∶
푟33
푟̃3
]Δ, 푟̃푘 =
푟푘1
푞1
+
푟푘2
푞2
+
푟푘3
푞3
, 푘 = 1, 2, 3.
We look at special cases:
∙ If 푅1푅2푅3 is the anticevian triple of 푄, then 푃 = 푄.
∙ Let 푅 = [푟1∶푟2∶푟3]Δ be a point not on a sideline of Δ and 푅1푅2푅3 its anticevian triple.
If 푄 is a point on the circumconic of Δ with perspector푅, then 푃 = 푄.
∙ If 푅1푅2푅3 is the anticevian triple of 퐺
+ and 푄 = 퐻 , then 푃 is a triangle center with
euclidean limit 푋2996.
2.8.2. A special case: pseudoparallels of the sidelines. If in the previous lemma 푄 = 퐺,
we call the lines 퓁1,퓁2,퓁3 pseudoparallels of the sidelines 푎, 푏, 푐. We look at different cases
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for the triple 푅1푅2푅3.
∙ We put 푃1 ∶= sinh(풶)퐴
′+ cosh(풶)퐵, 푃2∶= sinh(풷)퐵
′+ cosh(풷)퐶, 푃3∶= sinh(풸)퐶
′+
cosh(풸)퐴. In this case, 푑(퓁1, 퐵) = 푑(퓁1, 퐶) = 풶, 푑(퓁2, 퐶) = 푑(퓁2, 퐴) = 풷, 푑(퓁3, 퐴) =
푑(퓁3, 퐵) = 풸 and
푃 = [
sinh2(풶)
cosh(풶) det(픇) + 픡11 + 픡12 + 픡31
) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ.
The euclidean limit of this point is 푋6.
∙ We use the abbreviations 푡1 ∶= 1 − 픠픠23, 푡2 ∶= 1 − 픠픠31, 푡3 ∶= 1 − 픠픠12, 푡123 ∶= 푡1−푡2−푡3,
푡231 ∶= 푡2−푡3−푡1, 푡312 ∶= 푡3−푡1−푡2 and define the points 푃1, 푃2, 푃3 by
푃1 = [푡1푡123 ∶ 푡2푡231 − 푡2푡3 − 푘
√
푡2
√
푡3 푡123 ∶ 푡3푡312 − 푡2푡3 − 푘
√
푡2
√
푡3 푡123]Δ,
푃2 = [푡1푡123 − 푡3푡1 − 푘
√
푡3
√
푡1 푡231 ∶ 푡2푡231 ∶ 푡3푡312 − 푡3푡1 − 푘
√
푡3
√
푡1 푡231]Δ,
푃3 = [푡1푡123 − 푡1푡2 − 푘
√
푡1
√
푡2 푡312 ∶ 푡2푡231 − 푡1푡2 − 푘
√
푡1
√
푡2 푡312 ∶ 푡3푡312]Δ.
푃1, 푃2, 푃3 are the vertices of the first circumcircle-midarc-triangle of Δ0 for 푘=1 and the
vertices of the second circumcircle-midarc-triangle for 푘=−1. The perspector 푃 has eu-
clidean limit 푋56 resp.푋55 if 푘=1 resp. 푘=−1, but 푃 need not lie on the line 퐼 ∨ 푂.
2.8.3. Lemma / part 2. Let 푅 = [푟1∶푟2∶푟3]Δ be a point not on a sideline of Δ and let
푅1 = [푟1+ 푡1∶ 푟2 ∶ 푟3]Δ, 푅2 = [푟1∶ 푟2+ 푡2 ∶ 푟3]Δ, 푅3 = [푟1 ∶ 푟2 ∶ 푟3+ 푡3]Δ be points on the
lines 푅 ∨퐴,푅 ∨ 퐵,푅 ∨ 퐶 , respectively. Then the three points (푅2 ∨푅3) ∧ 푎, (푅3 ∨푅1) ∧
푏, (푅1 ∨ 푅2) ∧ 푐 are collinear on the tripolar of the point 푃 = [푡1 ∶ 푡2 ∶ 푡3]Δ.
Examples:
∙ If Q is the perspector of a circumconic of Δ and 푅1, 푅2, 푅3 are the second intersec-
tions of the lines 푅 ∨ 퐴,푅 ∨ 퐵,푅 ∨ 퐶 with this circumconic, then 푃 is the Ceva point
[1∕(푟2푝3+푟3푝2) ∶ 1∕(푟3푝1+푟1푝3) ∶ 1∕(푟1푝2+푟2푝1)]Δ of 푄 and 푅.
∙ A line 푙 is a pseudoparallel of the sideline 푎′ of the triangleΔ0 precisely when its dual 푙훿
is a point on the bisector of the inner angle ∠+퐶퐴퐵 of Δ0. If we choose for푅1, 푅2, 푅3 the
vertices of the first resp. second tangent-midarc-triangle, thus points on the angle bisectors,
then the coordinates of the point 푃 are
푃 = [
1
sinh(푑(퐼, 퐴) − 푘푟)
∶
1
sinh(푑(퐼, 퐵) − 푘푟)
∶
1
sinh(푑(퐼, 퐶) − 푘푟)
]Δ ,
with 푟= radius of the incenter and 푘 = 1 in case of the first and 푘 = −1 in case of the second
tangent-midarc-triangle. The euclidean limits of these two centers are푋8091 and푋8092, but
푅1푅2푅3 and Δ are, in general, not orthologic triples.
2.9. Isoptics and isogonic points.
2.9.1. Isoptics and thaloids. Given three noncollinear points 푃 ,푄,푅, the isoptic (curve)
of the segment [푃 ;푄]+ through푅 is the point set
isoptic(푃 ,푄;푅) = {푋 | 푑(푋 ∨ 푃 ,푋 ∨푄) = 푑(푅 ∨ 푃 ,푅 ∨푄)}.
In the euclidean plane, such an isoptic is, in general, the union of two circles. But these
two circles merge into one single circle when ∠푃푅푄 is a right angle (Thales’ theorem).
The situation is similar in the elliptic and in the extended hyperbolic plane. An isoptic of
a segment is an algebraic curve of degree 4: Let 풑 = (푝1, 푝2, 푝3), 풒, 풓,풙 be vectors with
푃 = [푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ, etc, then the equation of the isoptic is(
(풙 × 풑) [픇] (풙 × 풒)
)2(
(풓 × 풑) [픇] (풓 × 풑)
)(
(풓 × 풒) [픇](풓 × 풒)
)
=
(
(풓 × 풑) [픇](풓 × 풒)
)2(
(풙 × 풑) [픇](풙 × 풑)
)(
(풙 × 풒 [픇] (풙 × 풒)
)
.
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If the angle ∠푃푅푄 is right, this equation reduces to (풙 × 풑) [픇](풙 × 풒) = 0, which is the
equation of a conic but, in general, not the equation of a circle. This conic is called orthoptic
or Thales conic or thaloid.
FIGURE 13. The three apollonian thaloids of Δ0.
2.9.2. The apollonian thaloids of a triangle. Let 푃1, 푃2, 푃3 be the points where the tripolar
of the incenter 퐼 meets the sidelines 푎, 푏, 푐, respectively. The three curves isoptic(퐴퐼 , 푃1;퐴),
isoptic(퐵퐼 , 푃2;퐵), isoptic(퐶퐼 , 푃3;퐶) are thaloids. If two of these thaloids meet at a point,
then this point is also a point of the third, see [28]. The euclidean limits of these thaloids
are the apollonian circles of Δ0, so these thaloids are called apollonian thaloids of Δ0 in
[28].
2.9.3. Isogonic points of a triangle. A point 푃 is called isogonic point of Δ0 iff 푑(푃 ∨ 퐴,
푃 ∨ 퐵) = 푑(푃 ∨ 퐵, 푃 ∨ 퐶) = 푑(푃 ∨ 퐶, 푃 ∨ 퐴) = 1
3
휋푖. Not every triangle has an isogo-
nic point. But in the elliptic plane every triangle has two isogonic points, and the same
is true for a proper hyperbolic triangle, i.e. a triangle lying inside the absolute conic. In
the euclidean case, there is a well known procedure how to find the isogonic points of a
triangle by a geometric construction: The 1푠푡(2푛푑) isogonic point is the intersection of the
circumcircles of the equilateral triangles erected outwardly (inwardly) on the sides of Δ0.
A similar construction can be used in the elliptic and in the hyperbolic plane, but now using
isoptics (instead of circles) and isosceles triangles with angles of measure 1
3
휋푖 at the apex,
see Figure 14.
Suppose that all the sides of Δ0 are smaller than
1
2
휋푖 and all the angles smaller than
2
3
휋푖 (with respect to ≺) and that isogonic points exist for Δ0. Then one isogonic point
lies inside the triangle and is a Fermat point of Δ0, a point which minimizes the function
푋 → 푑(푋,퐴) + 푑(푋,퐵) + 푑(푋,퐶). See [7] for a proof in the elliptic case.
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FIGURE 14. Upper part: The isogonic points 퐹1 and 퐹2 are constructed
with the help of isoptics. Lower part: The dual lines of 퐹1 (green) and
퐹2 (blue).
The lower part of Figure 14 shows a dual version of the upper. The green and the blue
line are the duals of the isogonic points퐹1 and 퐹2. Each of these lines is cut by the sidelines
푎′, 푏′, 푐′ of Δ′ into equidistant parts. Since 퐹1 is a Fermat point of Δ0, the green line, the
dual of 퐹1, minimizes the sum of the angle distances to the sidelines of Δ
′.
Problems:
1. Determine the coordinates of the isogonic points. 2. Experiments with GeoGebra sug-
gest that, as in the euclidean case, a point 푃 is isogonic precisely when its orthocorrespon-
dent is identical with 푃 . A proof is missing.
2.10. Reflection triangles.
Euclidean analogues of the theorems presented in this section can be found in [12].
2.10.1. The reflection-triple of a point with respect to Δ. Given a point 푃 and a line 푙, the
reflection of 푃 in 푙 will be denoted by 푃 (푙).
The reflections of 푃 in the sidelines of Δ, the points 푃 (푎), 푃 (푏), 푃 (푐), are collinear precisely
when 푃 is a point on the cubic
푥1푥2푥3
(
픡11픡22픡33 − 4 픡23픡31픡12 +
∑
푗=1,2,3
픡푗,푗픡
2
푗+1,푗+2
)
+
∑
푗=1,2,3
푥2푗
(
푥푗+1픡푗+2,푗+2(픡푗,푗+1픡푗+1,푗+2 − 픡푗+1,푗+1픡푗+2,푗)
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− 푥푗+2픡푗+1,푗+1(픡푗+1,푗+2픡푗+2,푗 − 픡푗+2,푗+2픡푗,푗+1)
)
= 0
The euclidean limit of this cubic is the union of the circumcircle and the line at infinity.
The triple 푃 (푎)푃 (푏)푃 (푐) is called the reflection-triple of 푃 with respect to Δ.
The circumcenter of the reflection-triangle (푃 (푎)푃 (푏)푃 (푐))0 of 푃 is the isogonal conjugate
of 푃 .
The anticevian triple Δ푃 and the reflection-triple of 푃 are perspective at the cevian quo-
tient of퐻 and 푃 ,
[푝1(−픡23푝1 + 픡31푝2 + 픡12푝3) ∶ 푝2(픡23푝1 − 픡31푝2 + 픡12푝3) ∶ 푝3(픡23푝1 + 픡31푝2 − 픡12푝3)]Δ.
If 푃 is not a vertex of Δ, the reflection triple of 푃 with respect to the cevian triple Δ푃 is
perspective to Δ at the point
Q = [푝1
(
푝 2
1
(픡33푝
2
2
− 2픡23푝2푝3 + 픡22푝
2
3
) − 픡11푝
2
2
푝 2
3
)
∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ.
For 푃 = 퐻 or 푃 = 퐿, the perspector Q is a point on the orthoaxis.
2.11. The Neuberg cubic and two related cubics. The reflection triple of a point 푄 is
perspective to Δ precisely when 푄 lies on the Neuberg cubic p(퐾,퐻⋆),∑
푗=1,2,3
(픡푗,푗픡푗+1,푗+2) + 2픡푗+2,푗픡푗,푗+1) 푥푗 (픡푗+2,푗+2푥
2
푗+1
− 픡푗+1,푗+1푥
2
푗+2
) = 0.
This is a self-isogonal cubic with pivot 퐻⋆. On this cubic lie the incenter, the excenters,
the triangle centers퐻,푂+, 퐻⋆, 퐽+, 퐽−, the points
푊1 = [sinh(훼)(1 + 2(cosh(훼) − cosh(훽) − cosh(훾))) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ.
푊2 = [sinh(훼)(4 cosh(훼)(cosh
2(훼)−cosh2(훽)−cosh2(훾))−cosh(훼)+4 cosh(훽) cosh(훾))
∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ,
푊3 = [sinh(훼)(4(cosh
2(훼) − cosh2(훽) − cosh2(훾)) + 1)∕(cosh(훼) + 2 cosh(훽) cosh(훾))
∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ
and their isogonal conjugates. 푊1 is the Evans perspector, the perspector of the two triples
퐼1퐼2퐼3 and 퐴
(푎)퐵(푏)퐶 (푐); its euclidean limit is 푋484. 푊2 has euclidean limit 푋399, and푊3
is a point on the line through푂+ and the isogonal conjugate of푁+ and has euclidean limit
푋1157.
We introduce another cubic which consists of all points푅 that satisfy one of the follow-
ing three equivalent conditions:
(1) The reflection triple of 푅 and the cevian triple of 푅 are perspective.
(2) The reflection triple of 푅 and the triple 퐴(푎)퐵(푏)퐶 (푐) are perspective.
(3) The cevian triple of 푅 and the triple 퐴(푎)퐵(푏)퐶 (푐) are perspective.
This cubic is p(푊4,푊5), a푊4-isocubic with pivot푊5,
푊4 = [sinh
2(훼)∕(1 − 4 cosh2(훼)) ∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ,
푊5 = [sinh(훼) cosh(훼)∕(1 − 4 cosh
2(훼)) ∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ.
The euclidean limits of푊4,푊5 are 푋1989, 푋265, respectively.
There is a bijective mapping p(퐾,퐻⋆)→ p(푊4,푊5), given by 푄↦ 푅, where 푅 is
the perspector of the two triples 푄(푎)푄(푏)푄(푐), Δ and 푄 is the perspector of the two triples
푅(푎)푅(푏)푅(푐),Δ푅.
푄 퐻 푂+ 퐻⋆ 퐼 푊1 푊2 푊3
푅 퐻 푁+ 푊5 푊6 푊7 퐻
⋆ 푊8
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푊6 = [sinh(훼)∕(1 + 2 cosh(훼)) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ with euclidean limit 푋79,
푊7 = [sinh(훼)∕(1 − 2 cosh(훼)) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ with euclidean limit 푋80,
푊8 = [sinh(훼)∕((1 − 4 cosh
2(훼))(cosh(훼) + 2 cosh(훽) cosh(훾)) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ
with euclidean limit 푋1141,
The points 푃 whose anticevian triple Δ푃 is perspective to the triple 퐴(푎)퐵(푏)퐶 (푐) form
the cubic p(퐾,푁+), the isogonal cubic with pivot 푁+. There is a bijective mapping
p(퐾,푁+) → p(퐾,퐻⋆), 푃 ↦ 푄 = perspector of Δ푃 and 퐴(푎)퐵(푏)퐶 (푐).
푃 퐻 푂+ 푊9 퐼 푊10 푁
+ 푊11
푄 퐻 푊2 푂
+ 푊1 퐼 퐻
⋆ 푊3
푊9 = [sinh(훼)(4 cosh(훼)(cosh
2(훼)−cosh2(훽)−cosh2(훾))−cosh(훼)−4 cosh(훽) cosh(훾))
∶ ⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ with euclidean limit 푋195,
푊10 = [sinh(훼)(1 + 2(− cosh(훼) + cosh(훽) + cosh(훾))) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ
with euclidean limit 푋3336,
푊11 = isogonal conjugate of푁
+.
2.12. Substitutes for the Euler line.
2.12.1. The Euler line in euclidean geometry. In euclidean geometry, the centroid 퐺 and
the orthocenter퐻 of a triangle have a common cevian circle, the nine-point-circle (or Euler
circle). 퐺,퐻 and the center푁 of this circle are collinear. They lie on the Euler line, together
with the circumcenter of the triangle and several other interesting triangle centers.
In elliptic and in hyperbolic geometry, the points 퐺 and 퐻 do not have a common cevian
circle, so there is no direct analog of an Euler line in these geometries, but there are several
central lines that can serve as a substitute. We list four of these.
2.12.2. The orthoaxis. One of these lines, the orthoaxis, we treated already in subsection
2.1.7. As was shown by N. Wildberger [28], there are triangle centers with euclidean limits
푋푖, 푖 = 2, 3, 4, 20, 30 lying on this line. So Vigara proposed to call it Euler-Wildberger line.
2.12.3. The orthoaxis of the medial triangle. The orthoaxis of the medial triangle Δ퐺,0 is
the line퐺∨푂. Besides퐺 and푂, it passes through the isogonal conjugate of O, through the
Lemoine-isoconjugate of O, throughL and several other points of interest. A more detailed
description of this line is given in [5].
The line 퐺 ∨ 푂 can also be a substitute for an Euler line of the anticevian triangle Δ퐺
0
of 퐺. 퐺 can serve as a pseudo-centroid, 풞0 as a pseudo-Euler-circle and the lines 퐴
퐺 ∨
퐴′, 퐵퐺 ∨ 퐵′, 퐶퐺 ∨ 퐶 ′ as pseudo-altitudes of Δ퐺
0
. These pseudo-altitudes meet at a point
on 퐺 ∨ 푂 which is the circumcevian conjugate of 퐺 with respect to Δ퐺
0
.
Problem: Taking Δ퐺 as a reference triple, what are the coordinates of the point 퐺?
2.12.4. The line through 퐺 and퐻 . The line 퐺 ∨퐻 has the equation∑
푗=1,2,3
(픠푗+2,푗픠푗,푗+1 − 픠 픠푗+1,푗+2)(1 + 픠 픠푗+1,푗+2)(픠푗,푗+1 − 픠푗+2,푗)푥푗 = 0,
which is equivalent to
∑
푗=1,2,3
픡푗+1,푗+2(픡푗+2,푗 − 픡푗,푗+1)푥푗 = 0.
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It passes through the center of a circle which touches internally the incircle and externally
the excircles of Δ0. This was shown for a triangle on a sphere in 1864 by G. Salmon [22],
and Salmon also calculated the trilinear coordinates of this center, which we denote by 푁̂ .
It has barycentric coordinates:
푁̂ = [픡31픡12 − det(픇), 픡12픡23 − det(픇), 픡23픡31 − det(픇)]Δ
= [(1 + 픠 픠
23
)( 픠 (픠 2
31
− 픠
31
픠
12
+ 픠 2
12
+ 1) + 픠
23
(픠
31
픠
12
− 1)) ∶ ⋯ ∶⋯]Δ
= [sinh(훼) cosh(훽 − 훾) ∶ sinh(훽) cosh(훾 − 훼) ∶ sinh(훾) cosh(훼 − 훽)]Δ.
An equation of the circle in trilinear coordinates was given for the elliptic (spherical)
case in 1861 by A.S. Hart [11]; Salmon therefore used the name Hart’s circle.
The Hart circle is a conic (픐) with 픪11 =
픠(픠12 − 2픠23 + 픠31) + 픠12픠31 − 1
픠 픠23 + 1
,픪23 =
1 − 픠픠23,⋯ .
Salmon has shown the following relation between the radius 휌퐻 of the Hart circle and the
radius 푅 of the circumcircle: tanh(휌퐻 ) =
1
2
tanh(푅).
The touchpoint of the incircle ℐ푘 with the Hart circle we denote by 퐹0,푘; these Feuer-
bach points of triangle Δ0 have coordinates
퐹0,0 = [픡31픡12 −det(픇) −푓
√
픡11 ∶ 픡12픡23 −det(픇) −푓
√
픡22 ∶ 픡23픡31 −det(픇) −푓
√
픡33]Δ,
= [sinh(훼) sinh2(
훽 − 훾
2
) ∶ sinh(훽) sinh2(
훾 − 훼
2
) ∶ sinh(훾) sinh2(
훼 − 훽
2
)]훿,
푓 =
√
픡12
√
픡23
√
픡31 det
2(픇),
퐹0,1 = [픡31픡12 −det(픇) −푓
√
픡11 ∶ 픡12픡23 −det(픇) +푓
√
픡22 ∶ 픡23픡31 −det(픇) +푓
√
픡33]Δ,
etc.
The triple 퐹0,1퐹0,2퐹0,3 is perspective to Δ; the perspector is the point
[픡31픡12 −det(픇) +푓
√
픡11 ∶ 픡12픡23 −det(픇) +푓
√
픡22 ∶ 픡23픡31 −det(픇) +푓
√
픡33]Δ,
= [sinh(훼) cosh2(
훽−훾
2
) ∶ sinh(훽) cosh2(
훾−훼
2
) ∶ sinh(훾) cosh2(
훼−훽
2
)]Δ.
It is the harmonic conjugate of 퐹0,0 with respect to {퐼0, 푁̂} and has euclidean limit 푋12.
The dual of the Hart circle is a circle with center 푁̂ which internally touches the cir-
cumcircle 풞0 and externally the circumcircles 풞푘, 푘 = 1, 2, 3 , with touchpoints lying on
the lines 푁̂ ∨ 푂푘, 푘 = 0,⋯ , 3, respectively.
2.12.5. The Akopyan line. The line 푂 ∨퐻⋆ has the equation∑
푗=1,2,3
(
픠푗+2,푗 − 픠푗,푗+1
)(
(1 − 픠 픠푗+2,푗)(1 − 픠 픠푗,푗+1) − 2(1 − 푐 픠푗+1,푗+2)
)
푥푗 = 0.
There are several important triangle centers on this line. First of all, a point 퐺̂ whose ce-
vian lines divide the triangle area in equal parts. The existence of such a point was already
shown (for a spherical triangle) 1827 by J. Steiner [23]. The coordinates of this point are
[
√
1 + 픠 픠23√
2
√
1 + 픠 픠23 +
√
1 + 픠 픠31
√
1 + 픠 픠12
∶
√
1 + 픠 픠31√
2
√
1 + 픠 픠31 +
√
1 + 픠 픠12
√
1 + 픠 픠23
∶
√
1 + 픠 픠12√
2
√
1 + 픠 픠12 +
√
1 + 픠 픠23
√
1 + 픠 픠31
]Δ
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FIGURE 15. The Akopyan line, the Hart circle (red) and incircle (brown)
= [
cosh(
1
2
풶)
cosh(
1
2
풶) + cosh(
1
2
풷) cosh(
1
2
풸)
∶
cosh(
1
2
풷)
cosh(
1
2
풷) + cosh(
1
2
풸) cosh(
1
2
풶)
∶
cosh(
1
2
풸)
cosh(
1
2
풸) + cosh(
1
2
풶) cosh(
1
2
풷)
]Δ.
Another point on 푂 ∨ 퐻⋆ is the center 푁̂ of the Hart circle. Akopyan [1] proved in
2011 that this Hart circle is a circumcircle of the traces of 퐺̂ and also a circumcircle of the
traces of another point 퐻̂ , which he called pseudo-orthocenter. Moreover, he showed that
the three points 퐺̂, 푁̂, 퐻̂ are collinear on a line which passes also through the circumcenter
푂. It is easy to check by calculation that this line is 푂 ∨퐻⋆. Vigara proposed to call this
line Akopyan-Euler-line. Akopyan used the name Euler line.
We introduce theAkopyan-measure of an inner angle of a triangle as the sum of the other
two inner angles diminished by a half of the triangle area 4). For example, the Akopyan-
measure of the angle∠+퐴퐶퐵 of triangleΔ0 is 휇̂(∠+퐴퐶퐵) =
1
2
(훼+ 훽 − 훾 +휋푖). By adding
up the Akopyan-measures of the three inner angles of triangleΔ0 we get
1
2
area(Δ0) + 2휋푖.
With the help of the Akopyan-measure we can formulate the following version of the In-
scribed Angle Theorem, cf. [1]:
휇̂(∠+퐴퐶퐵) =
1
2
휋푖 ± 휇(∠+푂퐴퐵), depending on whether the circumcenter 푂 lies outside
4) See [20].
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the triangle Δ0 or not.
We like to shortly present Akopyan’s explanation for 퐻̂ having properties similar to
those of the orthocenter. For this we also make use of the Akopyan measure:
While the altitude 퐶∨퐻 meets the line 푐 at the point 퐶퐻 such that the angles ∠+(퐴퐶퐻퐶)
and ∠+(퐵퐶퐻퐶) have both measures equal to
1
2
휋푖, the pseudo-altitude퐶∨퐻̂ meets the line
푐 in 퐶퐻̂ such that 휇̂(∠+퐴퐶퐻̂퐶) = 휇̂(∠+퐵퐶퐻̂퐶) =
1
4
(휋푖+훼+훽+훾).
The coordinates of 퐻̂ are [
√
1 + 픠 픠23√
2
√
1 + 픠 픠23 −
√
1 + 픠 픠31
√
1 + 픠 픠12
∶⋯ ∶⋯]Δ
= [
cosh(
1
2
풶)
cosh(
1
2
풶) − cosh(
1
2
풷) cosh(
1
2
풸)
∶⋯ ∶⋯]Δ.
The points 퐻̂, 푁̂, 퐺̂, 푂 form a harmonic range.
Proof : We use the following abbreviations: 푐1 ∶= cosh(풶∕2), 푐2 ∶= cosh(풷∕2), 푐3 ∶=
cosh(풸∕2), 푠1 ∶= sinh(풶∕2), 푠2 ∶= sinh(풷∕2), 푠3 ∶= sinh(풸∕2). Define vectors 품,풉, 풏, 풐
by
품 = (푔1, 푔2, 푔3), 푔푗 =
푐푗
푐푗 + 푐푗+1푐푗+2
, 풉 = (ℎ1, ℎ2, ℎ3), ℎ푗 =
푐푗
푐푗 − 푐푗+1푐푗+2
,
풏 = (푛1, 푛2, 푛3), 푛푗 = 푐
2
푗
(
푐 2푗 (2푐
2
푗+1
푐 2
푗+2
− 푐 2
푗+1
− 푐 2
푗+2
) − 푐 2
푗+1
푠 2
푗+1
− 푐 2
푗+2
푠 2
푗+2
)
풐 = (표1, 표2, 표3), 표푗 = −푠
2
푗 (1 + 푐
2
푗 − 푐
2
푗+1
− 푐 2
푗+2
),
and define real numbers 푟, 푠, 푡 by
푟 = 푐1푐2푐3,
푠 = (푐1 + 푐2푐3)(푐2 + 푐3푐1)(푐3 + 푐1푐2)(1 + 2푟 − 푐
2
1
− 푐 2
2
− 푐 2
3
),
푡 = (푐1 − 푐2푐3)(푐2 − 푐3푐1)(푐3 − 푐1푐2)(1 − 2푟 − 푐
2
1
− 푐 2
2
− 푐 2
3
).
Then 퐺̂ = [푔1∶푔2∶푔3]Δ, 퐻̂ = [ℎ1∶ℎ2∶ℎ3]Δ, 푁̂ = [푛1∶푛2∶푛3]Δ, 푂 = [표1∶표2∶표3]Δ
and 푟풐 + 풏 = 푠품 , 푟풐 − 풏 = 푡풉. □
The cevian line퐶∨퐺̂meets the perpendicular bisector퐶퐺∨퐶
′ at a pointwith coordinates
[
√
1 + 픠 픠23√
2
√
1 + 픠 픠23 +
√
1 + 픠 픠31
√
1 + 픠 픠12
∶
√
1 + 픠 픠31√
2
√
1 + 픠 픠31 +
√
1 + 픠 픠31
√
1 + 픠 픠23
∶
(1 − 픠픠12)
√
1 + 픠 픠12
(
√
2
√
1 + 픠 픠23 +
√
1 + 픠 픠31
√
1 + 픠 픠12)(
√
2
√
1 + 픠 픠31 +
√
1 + 픠 픠31
√
1 + 픠 픠23)
]Δ.
This point is the center of a circle through the points퐴,퐵, 퐴퐻̂ , 퐵퐻̂ . Thus, the line퐴퐻̂ ∨퐵퐻̂
is antiparallel to 퐴 ∨ 퐵 with respect to the angle ∠+퐴퐶퐵, and since 퐴퐻̂ , 퐵퐻̂ , 퐴퐺̂, 퐵퐺̂ are
points on the Hart circle, the line 퐴퐺̂ ∨ 퐵퐺̂ is parallel to 퐴 ∨ 퐵 .
We give a short hint of how to construct the cevians 퐺̂ ∨ 퐶 and 퐻̂ ∨ 퐶 ; see [5] for a
more detailed explanation. Let 푚 be the sideline 퐴퐺∨퐵퐺 of the medial triangle. Define
points 푅1 = ped(퐴,푚), 푅2 = ped(퐵,푚), 푆1 = 푚 ∧ perp(푐, 퐴), 푆2 = 푚 ∧ perp(푐, 퐵). The
bisectors of the angles ∠−푅1퐴푆1 and ∠−푅2퐵푆2 meet at a point on 퐺̂ ∨퐶 , the bisectors of
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the angles ∠+푅1퐴푆1 and ∠+푅2퐵푆2 meet at a point on 퐻̂ ∨ 퐶 .
The Hart circle meets each cevian line of 퐺̂ and 퐻̂ twice. One intersection point is the
corresponding cevian point, the other one is also a significant point. The description of this
second point generalizes as follows:
If 푃 and푄 are two points not on the sidelines ofΔ, then for each vertex푅 ∈ {퐴,퐵, 퐶}, the
cevian line 푅∨푅푃 meets the bicevian conic of 푃 and 푄 in a point which is the harmonic
conjugate with respect to {푅, 푃} of the intersection point of푅∨푅푃 with the tripolar of푄.
Proof : Without loss of generality we take 푅 = 퐶 . For the matrix of the bicevian conic of
푃 = [푝1∶푝2∶푝3]Δ and 푄 = [푞1∶푞2∶푞3]Δ, see 2.1.7. The second intersection of the cevian
line 퐶 ∨퐶푃 with this conic is the point 푆 = [푝1푞1푞2 ∶ 푝2푞1푞2 ∶ 푝1푞2푞3+푞1푝2푞3+2푞1푞2푝3],
the intersection of 퐶 ∨퐶푃 with푄
휏 is the point 푇 = [푝1푞1푞2 ∶ 푝2푞1푞2 ∶ −푞3(푝1푞2 + 푝2푞1)].
It can be easily checked that 푃 , 푆, 퐶, 푇 form a harmonic range. □
Addition: The pole of 푄휏 with respect to the bicevian conic of 푃 and 푄, [푞1(2푝1푞2푞3 +
푞1(푝2푞3+푝3푞2)) ∶⋯ ∶ ⋯]Δ, is a point on the line 푃 ∨푄. If 푃 is a perspector of an inconic
of Δ, then its polar with respect to this conic agrees with its tripolar.
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